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Abstract

Photonics and electronics have complementary strengths. Photonic systems can operate at frequencies several orders of magnitude higher than electronics, whereas electronics offers extremely high density and easily built memories. Integrated photonic-electronic systems promise to combine advantage of both, leading to advantages in accuracy, reconfigurability and energy efficiency.

This work concerns of hybrid and monolithic electronic-photonic system design. Focusing on applications in photonic-chip-based optical signal processing, the contributions of this thesis are five-fold. First, a high resolution voltage supply to control the thermooptic photonic chip for time-bin entanglement is described, in which the electronics system controller can be scaled with more number of power channels and the ability to daisy-chain the devices. This controller is integrated with a silicon nitride photonic circuit, which combines low loss and tight integration, paving the way for scalable real-world quantum information processors. Second, a system identification technique embedded with feedback control for wavelength stabilization and control model in silicon nitride photonic integrated circuits is proposed. Using the system, the wavelength in thermooptic device can be stabilized in dynamic environment. Third, the generation of more deterministic photon sources with temporal multiplexing established using field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) as controller photonic device is demonstrated for the first time. The FPGAs configuration employed phase locked loop with simple logic and synchronized delay. The result shows an enhancement to the single photon output probability without introducing additional multi-photon noise. Fourth, multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) control of a silicon nitride thermooptic photonic circuits incorporating Mach Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) is demonstrated for the first time using a dual proportional integral reference tracking technique. The system exhibits improved performance in term of control accuracy by reducing wavelength peak drift due to internal and external disturbances. Finally, a monolithically integrated complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) nanophotonic segmented transmitter is characterized. With segmented design, the monolithic Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) shows a low link sensitivity and low insertion loss with driver flexibility. This transmitter holds promise for high energy efficiency applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations and Aims

Electronics and photonics are at the heart of the internet technologies which have become an integral part of our society. The term electronics refers to use of electrons to manipulate, or process analog and digital information. Photonics is the study of light or photon manipulation, involving generation and detection through emission, switching, amplification, detection, transmission and information processing. At the heart of all of these devices are numerous control circuits which manipulate, or process, the information. Data centres, cloud computing, social media and high speed internet access are all examples of applications which heavily rely on both electronics and photonics. Other less ubiquitous, but no less important, technologies include quantum information processing for secure communication, computation and quantum teleportation.

Electronic-photonic integration, an emerging technology combining mature electronics engineering and integrated photonics, has great potential to be applied in a diverse range of applications from communications to quantum technologies. However, it has been challenging to develop reliable and accurate electronic photonic integrated circuits, such as in systems using thermooptic and electrooptic effect. Fast electrooptic switches have many applications, mostly used in Lithium Niobate but can also be realized in Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) compatible silicon. Thermooptic effect is slower but useful for reconfigurable circuits. In thermooptic systems, silicon based material is used to realize photonic integrated circuits because of its compatibility with low cost CMOS process. However, this material has a high thermooptic coefficient making it is prone to thermal crosstalk [3]. In electrooptic systems, electrooptic switches are used for controlling photon generation in order to create more deterministic single photon sources have been proposed [4]. The challenges for such systems are to realize efficient and accurate switch
timing between electronic and photonic devices. Another challenge is due to manufacturing incompatibilities between electronics and photonics. Thus, electronic-photonic chips typically contain only few optical devices adjacent to simple circuits and constrained to niche manufacturing processes [5]. All these challenges require robust, low power, compact and high performance integrated systems.

The main objectives of this thesis are to address above the above mentioned challenges to achieve reliable, low power, high performance and compact integrated electronic photonic systems in a number of particular applications.

1.2 Contributions

In order to achieve these goals, techniques for improving integrated systems have been investigated and the contributions of the work include the following:

- A novel integrated time bin entanglement system [6].
- A unique integrated controller circuit for wavelength stabilization [7].
- The first demonstration of more deterministic photon sources with active temporal multiplexing [8].
- A novel algorithm for multiple-input and multiple-output control for photonic integrated circuits [9].
- A novel monolithic segmented Mach Zehnder transmitter design [10].

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 provides background for understanding the origin of electronic and photonic circuits. Electronic and photonic integration is considered in detail in the context of hybrid integration and monolithic integration.

Chapter 3 deals with a time-bin entanglement experiment silicon nitride chip. The principles, circuits and implementation with two photon interference measurement are described in detail. Different voltage resolutions are tested to confirm the calibration of a Mach Zehnder Interferometer and quantum interference.

Chapter 4 presents the use of unique integrated system controller with hardware for dynamic thermal control. The technique uses an infrared sensor as feedback input from photonic chip and is embedded with the control system. The implementation of robust control
is determined from a measured transfer response and is modeled to achieve tunable control parameters.

Chapter 5 presents the use of FPGAs for controlling an electrooptic switch in active temporal multiplexing experiments. The interface and accurate timing control for electronic and photonic devices are designed and measured to achieve high coincidence to accidental ratio of generated photon pairs. Single photon outputs with temporal multiplexing are compared to output without multiplexing and spatial multiplexing technique.

Chapter 6 provides multi control photonic integrated system for MZI structure that applied in silicon nitride photonic integrated circuits. The multi control algorithm is described in detail with dual proportional integral reference tracking technique for wavelength stabilization experiments.

Chapter 7 presents monolithic CMOS nanophotonic device characterization in terms of performance and energy efficiency. Two segmented Mach Zehnder transmitter designs and the drivers are explained in detail.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work, and discusses future directions for research.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter begins by describing the foundation on which the research in this thesis is based. In particular a description of how electronics, photonics, hybrid integration, monolithic integration and applications in quantum and telecommunications relate is presented. The work in this thesis involves all of these research fields.

2.2 Historical Background

Electronic-photonic integration deals with the application of electronic integrated circuits and photonic integrated circuits. Electronic devices are concerned with applying the properties of electrons and optical devices are used to process, transport and generate photons. In electronic-photonic integrated systems, electronic devices offer extremely high density and memories are easily constructed, photonics enables high bandwidth, and can operate at frequencies several orders of magnitude higher than electronics. This has enabled the demonstrations of circuits with record functionalities. High speed internet access, wireless communication system with ultra high data rates and high performance computing are some of the breakthroughs achieved through the unique combination of photonics and electronics.

2.2.1 Electronic Integrated Circuits

Electronics, perhaps more than any other field of technology, is one of the great success stories of the 20th century. This technology has changed modern living and became an integral part of our society. One of the revolutionary device of electronics is the integrated circuit or IC. IC is a device which integrate many sets of functionalities and electronic circuits
on one chip of silicon. It is small size and low cost [11], thus shows an unlimited number of opportunities to be applied in variety of applications such as military [12], consumer electronics [13], telecommunication [14], astronomy [15], biology [16] and quantum [17].

The enabling technology behind the IC was the invention of transfer resistor, or transistor, in 1947 by William Shockley and his colleagues at Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey pave the way in the solid-state era of electronics [18]. This invention proved that electronic circuits could be made incredibly smaller, required much less power and more reliable than vacuum tube technology. Based on this invention, Shockley and two Bell Labs colleagues, John Barden and Walter Brattain were awarded the Nobel Prize decade later. This breakthrough was quickly followed by the invention of IC using planar transistor [19] by Jack Kilby, research engineer at Texas Instruments in the late 1950s. He introduced the concept of integrating device and circuit elements onto a single silicon chip. This planar transistor was the origin of density doubling law known as Moore’s Law. Integrated circuit with planar transistors reveal the potential for extending operating and cost benefits of transistors to mass-produced electronic circuits, laying the foundations for the field of microelectronics. As the requirement of electronic applications increasing, Gordon Moore recognized that products developments was needed for larger transistor integration. Metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology [20] appeared as the most effective technique to achieving larger scales of integration [21]. During this time, the most significant product to be introduced was microprocessors [22]. This started the tremendous coupling of IC and software technology. However, power dissipation was becoming important issue in IC by the mid-1980. The solution, was to apply complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. This technology reduces the standby power dissipation in logic circuits to almost zero [21]. The CMOS technology rapidly became the standard of very large scale integration (VLSI) design. Following Moore’s Law, over the years, the sizes of transistor have reduced from 10s of microns in the early 1970s to up 10 nanometers in 2017 [23].

After the successful of IC for electronic devices, there have been many attempts of integration to other technologies to obtain the same benefits of compact and low cost IC. The other technologies include integrated sensor [24], microelectromechanical systems [25] and integrated optics [26]. These integrated systems can be found now in our daily life such as inkjet printer, smartphone, smartwatch, etc.

In most applications, feedback control can be found in integrated system to enable stable, accurate and high performance system. One of the most commonly industrial used feedback control techniques is Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID). The term feedback denotes a situation in which two or more dynamical systems are connected together with each affecting the other with coupled dynamics. A dynamic system is a system which changes over
time, in many cases in response to an external force or stimulation [1]. The PID controller input/output relation with error feedback is described in equation 2.1.

\[
    u = k_p e + k_i \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau + k_d \frac{de}{dt} = k_p(e + \frac{1}{T_i} \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau + T_d \frac{de}{dt}).
\]

(2.1)

Fig. 2.1 shows \( u \) as the control signal, \( e \) as error and \( r \) is the reference signal. \( \tau \) is the variable of integration which takes on values from time 0 to the present \( t \). The control action is the sum of three terms: proportional feedback, integral term and derivative action. The parameters for this control action are \( k_p \) as proportional gain, \( k_i \) as integral gain and \( k_d \) as derivative gain. \( S \) is the complex frequency of the transfer function in the Laplace domain. The two time constants \( T_i \) (integral time) and \( T_d \) (derivative time) are sometimes used as alternative of integral and derivative gains.
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Fig. 2.1 General PID closed loop system diagram adopted from [1]

The race to innovate has led to unprecedented progress since the inception of the electronics industry. Today, many applications require different electronics platform for specific system and need to be optimized in term of cost, performance and flexibility. Implementation in software using basic electronic platform for computing such as general purpose processors or GPP (Intel core, ARM, AMD), application specific processors (digital signal processor, network processor) and micro controller (AVR, 8051) give more flexibility. However the performance of this system is usually low. Another option is to use massive parallel processing electronics device such as Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) which offer better performance. Implementation in hardware with custom circuits or ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) provide even higher speed of operation, lower power dissipation and lower cost but with it comes less flexibility and no programmability. On the other hand, programmable electronics devices such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [27] offer high flexi-
bility by allowing flexible logic inside the device to be interconnected to implement arbitrary
digital circuits. This type of device provides realization of relatively large logic circuits up
to million equivalent gates in size. FPGAs are used today in many various applications,
such as test equipment, consumer products like DVD players and high-end television sets,
controller circuits for automobile factories, computer equipment like large tape and disk
storage systems, internet routers and high-speed network switches. FPGAs contains three
main types of resources: I/O blocks for connecting to the pins of the package, logic blocks,
and interconnection between switches and wires. Programmable connections exist in all
of the resources. The interconnection wires are structured as horizontal and vertical routing
channels between rows and columns of logic blocks and organised in a two-dimensional
array. The routing channels consist of wires and programmable switches that enable the logic
blocks to be interconnected in many ways. These make this device very competitive in aspect
of balance between flexibility, speed, power efficiency and development cost.

One of keys to the long-term success of the electronic computing community, and in
particular of the hardware and software, has been open source licensing. Open source
platforms such as Raspberry Pi [28] and Arduino [29] enable research and development at
modest cost, allowing anyone to do cutting edge, creative work in a process that can instantly
go into large-scale production. These open source platforms nowadays also contained FPGAs
and powerful mobile processor such as ARM core processor. Countless successful companies
have been formed by leveraging these platforms. What has emerged is a vibrant community
of companies and academics using the open source hardware and software library that have
been developed over the past 25 years in the electronic computing industry, and repurposing
them to build electronic system prototypes. The promise of open source hardware and
software not only lies in open libraries but also on integrating multiple functions into a single
system enabling rapid prototyping, and verifying all the functionalities before integrating
these into system on chip or chip stack. Doing so has radically driven down the cost of
research and development, and will create the opportunity for a variety of fundamentally new
applications of electronics and photonics, where high complexity systems can be built at very
modest cost.

2.2.2 Photonic Integrated Circuits

Optics is the science of light which include physical optics, nonlinear optics, quantum optics
and nano-optics while photonics is the technology of detecting, generating or controlling
light and other forms of radiant energy which quantum unit is the photon [30]. Photonics
usually involves the interplay between electronics and optics. This technology has been
applied in diverse applications such as defense (laser weapon), energy (solar cells), medicine
(laser surgery), sensing (fiber sensor), data storage (CD/Blu-ray), entertainment (laser shows),
bio (optical tweezers), nano (integrated photonics), space science (adaptive science), human-
machine interface (CMOS camera) and communication (fiber optic communication).

The Nobel Prize award 2009 in Physics to Prof. Charles Kao regarded as the "father of
fiber optic communications" emphasizes the great changes in modern society. Fiber optics
have played a main role in initiating the Information Age and has changed the way we
receive information and communicate. Fiber optic communications systems use lightwaves
in the near-infrared region of electromagnetic spectrum (from about 800 nm to 2500 nm).
Theoretically, in free space (i.e air or vacuum) \( c \) or speed of light = \( 3 \times 10^8 \) m/s which derived
from frequency (\( \nu \)) \times\ wavelength (\( \lambda \)) as shown in equation 2.2.

\[ c = \nu \times \lambda \quad (2.2) \]

One of the important parameter used in telecommunication is power in decibel (dB).
This is the ratio between two values expression in logarithmic unit of a physical quantity,
often power or intensity. In optical fiber communication the relationship between power and
decibel unit is 0 dBm = 1 mW. Therefore, positive values of dBm are greater than 1 mW and
negative values are less than 1 mW. The decibel (dB) unit is defined by equation 2.3.

\[ dB = 10\log \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}} \quad (2.3) \]

In computing, photonics is used for chip-to-chip optical interconnects and on-chip optical
interconnect communications. In order to enable photonic interconnect communications, it
uses several components such as laser diodes, modulator, optical fibers, optical amplifiers,
Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) components and photodetectors. In electronics,
electrical interconnect (copper) provides resistance-capacitance (RC) delay, bandwidth
limitation(\( \sim5GHz \)) and higher power consumption compare to optics. Optical interconnects
can give high bandwidth (\( >40 \) Gb/s) with relatively low power consumption using
Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) [31]. WDM means many independent data
channels in the same fibre or waveguide, using different wavelength. In high performance
interconnects applications, Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (DWDM) is used with
dozens of wavelength per waveguide. Simulation and experimental results suggest that it can
provide bandwidth density on the order of 320 Gb/s/\( \mu \)m at only 250 fl/bit resulting improve-
ment of energy efficiency over optimized electrical interconnect [32]. Optical interconnect is
motivating new field in research and development of "silicon photonics".

While research into integrated photonic has been active for the past two decades, its
application to real-world systems has gathered serious attention only in the past couple of
years. The main obstacle in this regards was the fact that the past majority of integrated photonic systems demonstrated to date relied on discrete components, occupying large volume, suffering from reduced reliability due to various interconnection; and requiring cost for packaging. This situation is somewhat reminiscent of photonic in the early twentieth century. In the last few years, many more essential components have been integrated onto chips, leading to more complex architectures and functionalities.

Most photonic integrated systems, whether they are performing some signal processing function, or simply transferring information as in an optical link, make use of the same basic components. One definition of photonic integrated circuits is the use of optical component and technique with integration for processing optical signals. The most common component to perform optical signal processing in photonic integrated circuits are waveguides, splitters and fibre couplers. From these basic components, photonic integrated circuits designers can build Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) and ring resonators which, in turn, can be used to build photonic switches, filters, modulators, etc [33].

In the same way, integration of photonic circuits is the key to bringing these technologies into large scale applications. First, the possibility of integrating all circuit elements onto a single chip would reduce inter-component coupling losses, which is of utmost importance for increasing the system link gain as well as achieving a more energy efficient circuit. Second, photonic integrated circuits need significantly less packaging together with the possibility for large scale production would significantly drive down manufacturing costs. In addition, the inherently low size and weight benefits of photonic integrated circuits would make them attractive in a vast range of applications, such as in telecommunication and quantum. All of these would be additional benefits to CMOS compatible processing capability of producing photonic integrated circuits.
2.3 Integration

The 21st century saw two major advances which changed the way human communicated, the first was brought about by the use of internet for communication. The second progress was resurge in electronic and photonic circuit integration, brought about by scientific breakthrough which have had a major impact on the world as we know it today.

One of the dominant choice material for electronic photonic integration is silicon, mainly because the potential attraction of integration with electronics in a cost-effective manner. Such research began in the mid 1980s. Government through Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) believed that highly developed electronics photonic integrated circuits will meet both military and commercial need. In 2004, DARPA microelectronics office made a major investment which also known as electronic photonic integrated circuits project (EPIC) to develop electronic photonic integrated circuits which consist of several teams. The teams were the BAE systems team (electronic warfare application-specific EPIC), the Lincoln Laboratory team (high resolution optical sampling technology), the Luxtera team (CMOS photonic technology), UCLA (nonlinear silicon photonics), California Institute of Technology (optical signal amplification in silicon), University of Michigan (CMOS-compatible quantum dot lasers grown directly on Si/SiGe), Translucent (low-cost buried photonic layer beneath CMOS), Brown University (all-silicon periodic nanometric superlattices toward a silicon layer) and Stanford University (germanium quantum wells on silicon substrate for optical modulation) [34].

![Fig. 2.3 Monolithic chip of IBM silicon photonic transceiver. With permission.](image)

Industries are now motivating electronic photonic integration field forward at an accelerated rate. Intel, IBM, Cisco and many big companies, foresees a cost-driven transition to optical interconnect that could revolutionize enterprise networks and servers. These companies chose to invest in electronic photonic integrated circuits because it could enabling cost
effective ultrafast processing and alleviate electronic bottleneck in a new generation of chips and computers. This will link up computing and communication.

Integration approaches adopted different technique as summarised in Table 2.1. Monolithic refer to all-silicon fabrication or all-in group-IV heterostructures [35]. III-V and II-IV device bonded to Si illustrate hybrid (also known as heterogeneous integration). Both monolithic and hybrid integration are useful. We can select the type of integration depends on what is the requirement or need with the applications. Some of these options provide trade off in term of cost and performance. For both integration types, some of useful options are: electrical silicon laser on chip, an off-chip laser that optically pumps several silicon Raman laser on-chip, hybrid integration of electrical III-V laser on-chip, and off-chip lasers of various kinds that communicate via fiber optics with electronic photonic integrated circuits without laser. Another technique that has been developed recently by IBM team is using smart partitioning [36]. This technique maintaining enough electrical content on the photonics chip as is necessary for fully functional wafer level testing and chip disposition prior to assembly. Not only for optimize yield and minimize cost, smart partitioning can open up for use in a broader range of applications.

Table 2.1 Electronic photonic integration approach adopted from [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration type</th>
<th>Monolithic Front-end</th>
<th>Monolithic Back-end</th>
<th>Hybrid Flip-chip bonding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation speed</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly cost</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development cost</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge for integration</td>
<td>Harder</td>
<td>Harder</td>
<td>Easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available waveguide</td>
<td>SOI, bulk-Si</td>
<td>SiN, a-Si</td>
<td>SOI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4 Recent Trends

Recent works to resolve manufacturing challenge for electronics and photonics has been demonstrated. In 2012, Orcutt et al. [37] presented device design methodology requiring zero process infrastructure changes. This enabled high performance photonic-electronic integrated circuits platform widely available. The challenges however still remain due material sensitivity to temperature and environmental change of the optical components.

Optical components must be stable under diverse circumstances in chip scale integrated system. Such systems required stable and accurate control to get high performance optical systems. In order to predict the heater effect, several model and simulation were proposed
to different photonic integrated system applications. In 2004, Xiao et al. [38] described a simple model to estimate the effect of environment temperature induced heater resistance change on the performance of MZI type variable optical attenuators. It is suggested that the effect of environment quite significant confirmed with experiment results. To minimize the effect, heater material with low temperature resistance coefficient can be selected, however it creates challenges on the heater fabrication and control. Automatic loop controller has been used as an alternative solution to this problem [39] and has been applied in diverse applications such as optical switch [40] [41], polarizer [42], resonator [43] [44], optical locking [45] and quantum state based optics generation [46]. Furthermore, in 2004, Harjanne et al. [41] demonstrated differential control method for fast switching in a SOI thermo-optic MZI. The switching speed can be directly determined by using properly heating voltage. This switch was driven with a digital signal processor equipped with simple electronic circuits. However, the speed is limited by the heater breakdown point, heat build-up and also the speed of controller circuit. Furthermore, in 2013, Palupi et al. [47] simulated the temperature effect of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) interleaver by using single and cascaded MZI.

Moreover, at higher bandwidth, optical ring modulators are sensitive to temperature or wavelength fluctuations causing wavelength misalignment, fabrication imperfections, laser wavelength drift and environmental temperature variation, thermo-optic tuning using active control is required for each modulator. In 2011, Qiu et al. [44] showed active feedback control of the resonant wavelength of a silicon dual-ring resonator. The control mechanism is based on thermo-optic tuning with micro-heaters. The feedback control design enables mirroring based electro-optic to be applied in a dynamic environment.

One of the common techniques for feedback control is proportional integral derivative (PID) controller as described in 2.2.1. This control algorithm has been used in photonics applications such as temperature controller of Fiber Bragg Grating sensors [48], distributed Brillouin sensor system [49], optical-fiber microwave delay [50], mirroring resonators [51], enhanced ADC applications [52], electro-optic modulator [53], phase shifter of optical beam [54] [55], and stable single photon interference [56]. Stability and precision are the key important parameters in these applications. Furthermore, many efforts have been attempted to find best performance of integrated photonic circuits of MZI based on thermo-optic effect with various materials. There are AlGaAs/GaAs [57], Silicon on Insulator (SOI) [58–67], InGaAsP-InP [68], SiNi [43], Ge$_x$Si$_{1-x}$ [69], crosslinkable fluorinated poly(arylene ethers) [70].

Several works utilize FPGAs as control devices for photonics applications. In 2012, Lentine et al [71] presented simulation and control loop implementation using FPGAs to
stabilize the resonant wavelength of an optical resonant modulator using bit error rate measurements. This scheme is used to control the optical wavelength that varies as a function of temperature and fabrication tolerances (dimension and thicknesses).

Moreover, one of the critical components in modern optical communication systems is the optical add-drop filter (ADF). Basically, this is a building block for optical add-drop multiplexers (OADM), wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and reconfigurable (OADMs) in communication systems. In 2013, Zhu et al. [72] demonstrated integration of silicon photonics mirroring ADF with FPGAs as control interface. Result shows that the mirroring can be controlled with simple arrangement and with low driving voltage. This indicates the feasibility of the mirroring ADF as parts of power efficient photonic integrated circuits in the future.

Progress in optical interconnect technology is a positive indication to break the current trade-off between bandwidth and the capacity of electrical memory system interconnection, and to decrease the I/O power consumption. In 2013, Byun et al. [73] presented an optical interconnect transceiver chip for DRAM optical interface. The chip was fabricated on bulk-Si wafer using DRAM-compatible processes. The chip verification was performed by interfacing between a DDR3 DRAM and FPGA-based memory controller. Moreover, Beux [74] et al. proposed an implementation of reconfigurable photonics switching. Since high performance FPGAs computation capacity is related directly to proportional to the size and expressive to power of LUT (Look Up Table), Optical Look Up Table (OLUT) shows promise in the future design of FPGAs. This work adopted silicon photonics technology to replace a traditional LUT with an optical core implementation. The demonstration exhibits the potential of silicon photonics CMOS technology suited for optically assisted on-chip computation.

Many efforts in photonics integrated circuits implementation are advancing [75–80]. Furthermore, reference [81] reported an electronic-photonic system on a single chip integrating over 850 photonic components and 70 million transistors that work together to equipped with memory, logic and interconnect functions, using a standard microelectronics foundry process. This represents the new era of chip-scale electronic-photonic systems. Recent investment also has been started in 2016 that combine industries, government and universities efforts to build advanced electronic photonic manufacturing capability which also known as American Institute for Manufacturing Integrated Photonics (AIM) program. With this potential, broad range of applications could benefits from this technology and program in order to create small, low power and lightweight device. In addition of high bandwidth and energy efficiency advantages, photonics also proposed as one physical representation of quantum computing.
2.4 Recent Trends

2.4.1 Quantum Applications

In physics, a quanta is the smallest unit of physical matter involved in an interaction while Quantum Information Processing (QIP) employs quantum mechanics for information storage, computation and communication. It enables improvement in communication and computational efficiency by utilizing non-classical correlations of quantum mechanics and superposition principle. For instance, a quantum computer utilizes quantum effects such as entanglement or superposition to perform operations on data. In classical bit, data represented by 0 or 1. On contrary, quantum computer uses quantum bits (qubits) which can represent a superposition of possible states 0 or 1 or quantum superposition of 0 and 1. For instance, 3 bits in classical computation indicates exactly one state, one number between 1 until 8. However, with 3 qubits, it denotes up to 8 states simultaneously. By encoding a qubits, the state of the qubits could be presented in either quantum states $|0\rangle$ or $|1\rangle$. Generally quantum mechanics permit the qubits pure state to be in some complex linear combinations. Both of the states are given by the equation 2.4. A geometrical representation for qubit states denoted by a Euclidean 3-D sphere known as Bloch sphere [82].

$$|\psi\rangle = \cos\theta |0\rangle + e^{i\phi}\sin\theta |1\rangle$$

For quantum digital logic design, qubits are manipulated by quantum gates similar as AND, OR and NOT gates manipulate bits. Quantum gates represented by Hadamard, Phase Rotation and Controlled Not [83]. In quantum computer, qubits stored in quantum register (qregister). This storage is illustrated by a wave function where the coefficients are complex numbers whose amplitudes squared are the probabilities to quantify the qubits in each state. The complex numbers shows the phases that can constructively and destructively interfere.

To start with quantum computation, first n-qubit register initialized with starting values. For each step, n qubits go into and out of quantum gates. Quantum measurement is applied in order to read quantum information in qregister which will produce random n-bit string. The probability distribution of string is switched in favour of the right answer. Because quantum computers are probabilistic, multiple runs with majority polling of the outputs are required to produce the right answer with high probability. However, the results are not deterministic. Despite this problem, by rerunning until probability of error is less than an acceptable value, correct answers can be obtained.

Theoretically, quantum computing can be applied to database search problem such as searching for an entry in an unsorted array, guessing password and attacking symmetric ciphers for example AES. Furthermore, compared to classical run time which is $O(N)$, linear search with Grover’s Algorithm takes $O(\sqrt{N})$ using $O(\log_2 N)$ qubits of storage with
Background probability of measuring wrong answer $O\left(\frac{1}{N}\right)$ [84]. Another example in quantum computer is Shor’s Algorithm [85]. This algorithm takes $O\left((logN)^3\right)$ time to factor the integer $N$, faster than the best classical time $O(2^{logN})$. In 2001 [86], a team at IBM implemented Shor’s algorithm and factored 15 using 7 qubits. The experimental of this algorithm was employed nuclear magnetic resonance. It used seven spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ nuclei in a molecule as quantum bits and manipulated in room temperature liquid-state nuclear magnetic resonance techniques.

In quantum photonic based systems, single photon sources are essential to many experiments in quantum information science as well as efficient quantum computation [87] [88]. Several of experimental effort are in progress to make productive sources of indistinguishable single photons such as complex setup in high vacuum and cryogenic temperatures. However, these setups not directly fit for scalability. Recently, Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) integrated photonic circuits are able to implement high fidelity multiqubit operations [62] [89]. This platform also has a number of benefits including scalability, on-chip integration of state-of-the-art electronics, electro-optic switching and optical interconnect system [62, 90–92].

Quantum effects are specifically not difficult to observe in optical systems. One of the approach for QIP uses photons to implement quantum logic [93]. In quantum state generation, the Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) can be used for generating qubits. In typical MZI, configuration uses two beamsplitters. The first beamsplitter splits an optical signal into two coherent waves that go along paths with different effective length. Second, it remerge and superposes two waves, directing to quantum interference fringes in the evaluated output signal.

2.4.1.1 Time Bin Entanglement

One of the main sources for quantum information such as communication system over optical fiber and quantum computer is entanglement [94] [95]. This main source describing nonlocal behaviour of correlated systems which quantum state unable to fully represent individually. Time-bin entangled photon pairs is a coherent superposition of two pair photon states located at different temporal position by using a coherent double pump pulse through Spontaneous Four Wave Mixing (SFWM) [96].

One of a metric to characterize the signal-to-noise ratio of a photon source is Coincidence-to-Accidental Ratio (CAR). The CAR can be expressed as the coincidence rate per pulse of function of $C$ in equation 2.5. The $\eta_I$ and $\eta_S$ are the idler efficiencies and the net signal for each channel, and $d_I$, $d_S$ the dark count rates per pulse in the dark and signal detectors [97]. In SFWM, the idler and signal photons were inserted into an optical band pass filter (BPF) to further reduce the pump photons. After this process, photons launched into 1-bit delay
Mach-Zehnder interferometers [98]. By controlling the temperature of the interferometer, the phase difference between the two paths can be adjusted.

\[
CAR = \frac{C}{\left(\frac{C}{\eta_s} + d_i\right)\left(\frac{C}{\eta_l} + d_s\right)}
\]  

(2.5)

In 2008, Harada et al. [91] observed high-purity correlated and entangled photon pairs created through Spontaneous Four-Wave Mixing (SFWM) in a silicon wire waveguide. They reported CAR around 200 and time-bin entangled photon with > 95% visibility without subtracting the accidental coincidences. Promising alternative device to process this is silicon nitride waveguide. The advantage of this device is 100 times more compact than silica waveguide.

### 2.4.1.2 Temporal Multiplexing

One of the most commonly used methods to generate photon in Quantum Information Science (QIS) applications is Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC) [96]. Heralded Single Photon Source (HSPS) based on SPDC is an alternative approach for generating on-demand single-photon sources [97]. In this scheme, a pair of photons is produced from a nonlinear crystal pumped by a laser. However, because of significant order emissions probability drastically reduce the quality of HSPS [99], single SPDC source is basically limited. This limitation can be overcome by using temporal or spatial multiplexing of several sources [100–102].

There are two advantages of spatial multiplexing technique in generating single photon. It can improve one-pair generation probability and signal-to-noise ratio of an m-SPDC array similar to a 1-SPDC source. Simple temporal multiplexing scheme with theoretical simulation shows reducing the number of higher order photon events from heralded single-photon sources based on SPDC [103]. Furthermore, Ma et al. [99] presented simulation indicates that photon based on multiplexing of four SPDC sources can perform better than the heralding based on highly advanced photon-number-resolving detectors. Moreover, in 2011, Mower and Englund presented scheme for generating on-demand, indistinguishable single photon using active temporal multiplexing [4]. The simulation exhibits single photon generation efficiency over time-multiplexing protocol by assuming existing fabrication capabilities. However, the result has limited to simulation, not with real system implementation.
2.4.2 Optical Transceiver Applications

In telecommunication, general transmission link in optical communication consist of several components including laser that provide modulation source and the external modulator device as shown in Fig. 2.4. From this figure, external modulator transmitter is connected with optical link and receiver with optical to electrical converter.

One of the key consideration for designing transmitter in optical communication link is using segmented technique where the optical waveguide in an arm or both arm in Mach Zehnder modulator is segmented to the connection of microwave transmission line as shown in Fig. 2.5. This method enables velocity matching which is important in high speed system, minimizes parasitic capacitance therefore reduces the overall energy consumption, and also enables extended modulation bandwidth [104]. Because of this advantages, recently many researchers applied this technique to their design consideration. For instance, Temporiti et al. demonstrate a hybrid (different material combination) 55 nm BiCMOS transmitter based on segmented Mach Zehnder design [105]. Furthermore, Lopez et al. from IHP also
recently present hybrid (different material combination) silicon germanium electronic driver with indium phosphide photonic circuits [106]. In addition, hybrid (separate silicon chip die) integrated circuits also has been demonstrated recently by IBM team using segmented design [107]. Hybrid technique enable designer to focus on the optical and electrical functionally independently. This approach also permits optimizing the best chip technology for each purpose. However, due to separate electrical and optical circuit design environments, hybrid integration poses another challenge in co-optimization of the component. Recently monolithic integration with segmented design has been demonstrated in silicon germanium platform by Rito et al. from IHP [108]. In monolithic design, the co-optimization of component is very natural due to a single design environment enabled for both electrical and photonic components [109].

2.5 Summary

This chapter reviewed recent advances in electronics, photonics and their integration. It collected the prior art related to this thesis.
Chapter 3

An Integrated Time Bin Entanglement System

3.1 Introduction

Entanglement is at the heart of photonic quantum technologies such as secure communication [110], super-resolution metrology [111], and powerful computation [112]. Photons are usually entangled in one of three degrees of freedom: polarization, optical path, or time bin. On-chip polarization entangled photon sources have been reported [113] [114], but only the components for photon generation were on-chip due to the difficulty of the integrating polarization analysis devices. Chip-scale optical path entangled photon generation and analysis [115] and teleportation [116] have seen rapid development, aiming for on-chip quantum computation. Time-bin entanglement is of particular interest because it (i) can be extended to higher dimensions for computation [117], (ii) is insensitive to polarization fluctuation and polarization dispersion, and therefore very promising for long-distance quantum key distribution (QKD) [110], and (iii) is naturally compatible with integrated optics: photons can be generated in nonlinear waveguides, and entangled and analyzed using on-chip unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometers (UMZIs) [91] [118].

For time-bin entanglement to be useful in the real world, the on-chip integration of the entire entanglement system is essential. High performance of the entanglement system not only relies on photon generation but also hinges on the compactness, scalability, and reconfigurability of the photonic circuit that prepares pump time bins, demultiplexes the photons, and analyzes the entanglement. References [91] and [118] reported photon generation from compact silicon devices, but the wavelength demultiplexing was off chip, and entanglement
analysis was based on silica waveguides, which have large bending radii due to their low index contrast. These features are incompatible with high-density integration. In this chapter, we report a time-bin entanglement photonic chip that integrates pump time-bin preparation, wavelength demultiplexing, and entanglement analysis. Our demonstration was based on a high-index-contrast silicon nitride (Si₃N₄) circuit. The waveguide bending radii were reduced from millimeter (for silica) to micrometer scale while maintaining low loss, making high-density integration possible. Beyond compactness, the circuit offered tunability and stability, resulting in high performance: a two-photon interference (TPI) fringe with 88.4% visibility (without subtracting any noise) was measured.

Fig. 3.1 Principle of time-bin entanglement generation

3.2 Time Bin Entanglement Working Principle

Fig. 3.1 shows the principle of time-bin entanglement generation involving four steps: (I) using an UMZI to generate pump “early” (E) and “late” (L) time bins with a relative delay of $\delta t$ and phase difference of $\phi_p$, (II) using a nonlinear waveguide to generate correlated photon pairs, called signal and idler, via a nonlinear process such as spontaneous four-wave mixing, (III) using wavelength demultiplexers to remove pump and separate photon pairs, and (IV) using another two UMZIs identical to the first one for entanglement analysis. In step (II) the pump power is controlled so that photon pairs can only be generated either in the “early” or “late” time bin, both with a probability of 50%. This forms a superposition state $1/\sqrt{2} (|E\rangle_2|E\rangle_1 + e^{i2\phi_p}|L\rangle_s|L\rangle_i)$, namely, time-bin entanglement. In step (IV), when the “early” photons pass through the longer path and the “late” photons pass through the shorter, nonclassical TPI will occur in the “middle” (M) time bin because the “early” and “late” photons are indistinguishable [91] [117] [118].
To generate high-quality time-bin entangled photons and achieve high-visibility interference, three requirements must be met. First, the relative delay between the two time bins must be longer than the minimum of the pump pulse width, photon coherent time, and resolution of the detection system. This arrangement can avoid single-photon interference and ensures that the detection system can distinguish different time bins. On the other hand, a long delay will reduce the bit rate for quantum information processing and can also introduce additional propagation loss. The second requirement is that the relative phase difference $\phi_{p,s,i}$ between the longer and shorter paths must be stable, and the path length difference of the three UMZIs must be almost equal (errors within the coherent time of laser pulses); otherwise, interference will not occur. The third requirement is that the probability of photons appearing in each time bin must be equal to 50% to maximize the interference fringe’s visibility. Photonic integration can meet all of these requirements.

To achieve high visibility of the interference fringe, three requirements must be met. First, the relative delay between the two time bins must be greater than the minimum of the pump pulse width, photon coherent time, and resolution of the detection system. This configuration avoids single-photon interference and ensures that the detection system can distinguish different time bins. On the other hand, a long delay reduces the bit rate for quantum information processing and can introduce additional propagation loss. The second requirement is that the relative phase difference $\phi_{p,s,i}$ between the longer and shorter paths must be stable, and the path length difference of the three UMZIs must be approximately equal (errors within the coherent time of laser pulses); otherwise, interference will not occur. The third requirement is that the probability of photons appearing in each time bin must be equal to 50% to maximize the interference fringe’s visibility. Photonic integration can meet all of these requirements.

Fig. 3.2 The cross section of the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides

3.3 Photonic and Electronic Control Circuits

3.3.1 Silicon Nitride Photonic Integrated Circuits

In our demonstration, we focused on integrating the components for steps (I), (III), and (IV) on a single chip (28 mm x 8 mm) to achieve the above mentioned phase stability, path length accuracy, and exact 50% probability of generating photons in each time bin. The circuit was made using the double-stripe Si$_3$N$_4$ TriPleX waveguide technology with LioniX BV [119] [120]. The waveguides consisted of two stripes of Si$_3$N$_4$ layers stacked on top of each other with SiO$_2$ as an intermediate layer and cladding. The stripes were designed to be 1.2 $\mu$m wide, and the Si$_3$N$_4$ layers and the SiO$_2$ intermediate layer were designed
to be 170 and 500 nm thick, respectively [Fig. 3.2]. This was optimized for single-mode operation at 1550 nm with a high index contrast, allowing a 125 μm bending radius with a propagation loss of < 0.2 dB/cm for TE polarization. At 1550 nm, the waveguide exhibits a group index of 1.715 and an effective mode area of 2.72 μm² (1.6 and 1.7 μm along the x and y directions, respectively). Spot-size converters were used at both ends of the waveguides to reduce the waveguide to SMF28 fiber coupling loss to around 1 dB per facet. A photograph and the schematic layout of the chip are shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. The longer arm of the UMZIs was approximately 14 cm long and made in a spiral fashion, benefiting from the small bending radius offered by Si₃N₄. This gave a 795 ps delay relative to the shorter arm. The demultiplexers consisted of two slightly unbalanced MZIs (length differences are 73.1 and 146.2 μm) the first rejected the pump by varying phase φ₁₁, and the second separated f₁ signal and idler photons by adjusting phase φ₁₂.

![Fig. 3.3 A photograph of the Si₃N₄-based time-bin entanglement chip](image-url)

All MZIs and UMZIs incorporated tunable couplers for input and output. Each tunable coupler was a balanced MZI having two directional couplers with a fixed ratio close to 50:50 and a phase shifter in one arm to achieve an arbitrarily tunable splitting ratio. Tunability was critical for generating and analyzing photons in two time bins with equal probabilities, and for achieving lossless demultiplexing. All phases were controlled through resistive heaters that were wire bonded [yellow lines in Fig. 3.3] to standard electronic printed circuit boards. Independent 16-bit digital-to-analog converters provided high-resolution control of 15 heaters on the chip. When a voltage (U) is applied, the temperature of the waveguide
under the heater will exponentially increase to a maximum value determined by the power dissipated in the heater. Accordingly, the refractive index of the waveguide will increase, and this will introduce phase shift. This thermo-optic phase shift changes quadratically with $U$ [116]. All waveguides, except the longer arm of the UMZIs, were a few millimeters long so that the heaters could be constructed on top to achieve any phase shift up to $2\pi$ while maintaining low loss and keeping within the dissipation limits of the heaters. All optical input and output ports of the chip were arranged to align with a waveguide array with a spacing of 127 $\mu$m and pigtailed to a polarization-maintaining fiber array [not shown in Fig. 3.4]. The white lines in Fig. 3.4 represent the Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides, and the yellow lines are the resistive heaters. Only heaters for pump, signal and idler phase shift, and wavelength demultiplexing are shown. Each tunable coupler consists of a balanced MZI with a heater in one arm (not shown). In total there are 15 heaters on the chip. The numbers label the ports. A straight reference waveguide was included for alignment and coupling loss measurement during the pigtailing process. The total insertion loss of the 6.65 cm long reference waveguide was measured to be 4.5 dB.

3.4 Time Bin Entanglement Demonstration

3.4.1 Chip Implementation and Characterization

Prior to the quantum entanglement experiment, we characterized the circuit in the classical regime to ensure that the couplers and demultiplexers were set correctly. For the UMZI that was used to generate two pump time bins [Fig. 3.4, labeled by $\varphi_p$], we injected a pulse train with a pulse width of 10 ps at 1555.7 nm into input port 2 and monitored it from the two output ports 3 and 4 using a fast oscilloscope. Because of the delay in the longer arm,
we observed double pulses separated by 795 ps at each output. The early pulses from both outputs were from the shorter arm, and the late ones were from the longer arm. By adjusting the voltage applied to the heater for the output coupler, the amplitudes of the early pulses became equal, as did the late pulses when the output splitting ratio was exactly 50:50. This was independent of the input splitting ratio. As the pulses from the longer arm experienced higher loss, the input splitting ratio deviated from 50:50. By adjusting the voltage applied to the heater for the input coupler, the early pulses became equal to the late pulses in amplitude when the effective input splitting ratio was 50:50 after taking into account the longer arm loss.

For demultiplexer 1 (labeled by $\varphi_{1l}$), which was used to reject the pump, we could not measure the two outputs because one output was connected to demultiplexer 2 (labeled by $\varphi_{12}$) on the chip. To characterize it, we injected a broadband amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source into port 7 and monitored the spectra at ports 5 and 6 using an optical spectral analyzer. By adjusting the voltages applied to the three heaters for the MZI, the spectra measured from ports 5 and 6 were complementary to each other, and the loss between ports 7 and 5 was 5 dB at the transmission bands (pink trace, Fig. 3.5) when the heaters were optimized. The loss was mainly due to waveguide-coupling and fan-out waveguide propagation losses, indicating nearly zero loss of the demultiplexer. The black, blue, and
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red traces in Fig. 3.5 are the transmission spectra of three 0.5 nm bandpass filter (BPFs), indicating the signal, pump, and idler wavelengths used in our experiments. The pink trace shows the rejection of pump at the photon pair channel from demultiplexer 1, and the green trace shows the signal channel from demultiplexer 2. The isolation to the pump was at least 25 dB. Due to symmetry of a MZI, when we injected pump, signal, and idler to port 6 in the quantum experiment, the input from demultiplexer 1 to 2 kept the signal and idler photons and rejected the pump.

Because both outputs of demultiplexer 2 were connected to UMZIs on-chip, we characterized them (labeled $\phi_i$ and $\phi_s$) using the approach for setting up the pump UMZI before we could optimize demultiplexer 2. For characterizing demultiplexer 2, we injected an ASE source to port 6 and monitored the spectra from ports 11 and 12. When all heaters for demultiplexer 2 were set correctly, the spectra from ports 11 and 12 showed a dip at the pump wavelength and were complementary at the signal and idler wavelengths. The green trace in Fig. 3.5 shows the spectrum taken from port 12, indicating very good separation of signal and idler channels. This loss spectrum shows that the total loss at the transmission windows of the whole circuit was approximately 11 dB, which comprised fiber-waveguide coupling loss, propagation loss in the longer arm, and a 3 dB loss in the UMZI output coupler. It should be noted from Fig. 3.5 that the MZI-based demultiplexers cannot do narrowband filtering, but can separate pump, signal, and idler very well. This is sufficient for performing quantum operations on signal and idler photons on-chip with off-chip narrowband filters placed before single-photon detectors (SPDs). Once the SPDs are on-chip, narrowband filtering on-chip is required, and this is possible with the TriPlex technology [120].

### 3.4.2 Two-photon Interference Measurement

After all the heaters were set in place, we performed the time-bin entanglement experiments. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 with blue solid lines are optical fibers, and black dashed lines are electric cables (BPF, bandpass filter; TIA, time-interval analyzer; SPD, single-photon detector). The pump was a mode-locked fiber laser emitting 10 ps pulses at 1555.7 nm with a repetition rate of 50 MHz. The pulses were injected into the first UMZI from port 2 for pump time-bin preparation. The output from port 3 of the UMZI was coupled to a 3 mm long, 220 nm high, and 460 nm wide silicon nanowire on another chip for photon pair generation. The output of the nanowire was sent back to port 6 of the on-chip demultiplexers, which rejected the pump and separated the signal (1550.9 nm) and idler (1560.6 nm) photons. Both outputs of demultiplexer 2 were connected to the UMZIs on-chip for entanglement analysis.
The signal and idler photons were coupled to off-chip bandpass filters through ports 12 and 11 to further remove the pump and be postselected in the 0.5 nm bandwidth shown in Fig. 3.5, before being detected by two InGaAs avalanche SPDs (ID210 from ID Quantique). The SPDs were gated by the 50 MHz laser clock, and the gates were aligned with the “middle” which shows interference time bin. The effective gate width was 1 ns. We used this SPD configuration to avoid the detection of photons from other time bins [91]. To minimize the dark counts and after-pulsing probability, the detection efficiency was set at 10% and dead time was set at 20 µs. The coincidences were analyzed by a time interval analyzer.

The coincidences were a function of \( \cos(\varphi_s+\varphi_i+2\varphi_p) \) [91] and [118]. At the coupled peak power (into the silicon nanowire), when we fixed and \( \varphi_i \) (no voltage applied) and varied adjusting the voltage (U) applied to the heater, we observed an 86.8% visibility fringe, without subtracting any noise (Fig. 3.7, black squares). Black squares and red dots represent two nonorthogonal measurements when the voltage applied to the heater of the UMZI in the idler channel was set at 0 and 4 V, respectively. Fig. 3.7 shows coincidences as a function of the square of the applied voltage to the heater of the UMZI in the signal photon channel. The dashed lines are cosine fits. Poisson error bars are used. To confirm the entanglement, high visibility fringes must be observed in two nonorthogonal measurement bases [91] [118]. We thus slightly changed \( \varphi_i \) by applying 4 V to its heater and again varied \( \varphi_s \), which resulted in an 88.4% visibility fringe (red dots) being observed. Both fringes exhibited high visibilities beyond the classical limit of 70.7% [121], clearly indicating that high-quality time-bin entanglement had been achieved.

While recording the coincidence measurements, we monitored the single count at each detector and observed that they were insensitive to \( \varphi_{s,i} \) (Fig. 3.8), further evidence that the interference fringe was due to two-photon entanglement. Measured singles for the signal
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Fig. 3.7 Coincidences measurement result

(blue diamonds) and idler (red dots) channels at different applied voltages to the signal channel heater. Poisson error bars are used.

The visibility of an ideal TPI fringe should be 100%. Our demonstration shows a maximum 88.4% visibility because of accidental coincidences from a few noise sources. The first is the dark count of the detectors. The second is due to the small probability of producing multiple pairs. Finally, the third is due to the so-called charge persistence effect of the SPDs [122] [123]. This effect means when SPDs work at the gated mode, the photons that arrive at the SPDs will interact with the detector even though the gate is OFF. The interaction will trap electrons and produce a detection pulse once the gate is back ON in a few nanoseconds. In our measurements, we observed an extra small coincidence peak in addition to the main peak in the histogram, indicating the capture of photons from the early time bin even though the detectors were expected to only detect the photons from the middle time bin.

Although our demonstration did not integrate the nonlinear waveguide for photon pair generation on the same chip, recent progress has shown that it is possible to use Si₃N₄ nonlinear devices for photon pair generation [124], and such nonlinear devices can be made using the TriPlex technology [125]. In addition, a Si₃N₄ platform compatible with our circuit exhibits a fast stress-optic effect at > 1 MHz [126], indicating the potential of our circuit.
for operating at a much higher speed in the future for quantum information processing. Our demonstration clearly establishes that Si$_3$N$_4$ photonic circuits incorporating all four steps illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for time-bin entanglement are feasible. Once this technology is available, taking advantage of the reconfigurability of the circuit, on-chip time-bin entangled photons can be tested as demonstrated in this Letter, and then switched to port 7 for long-distance entanglement distribution by simply controlling the phase $\phi_{f1}$. On the other hand, taking advantage of the compactness of the circuit, multiple time-bin entanglement sources and Bell measurement devices can be made on a single chip for on-chip time-bin qubit teleportation.

### 3.5 Summary

We have demonstrated a high-performance time-bin entanglement photonic chip based on Si$_3$N$_4$. This is a significant step toward the ultimate goal of completely integrating all components to realize chip-scale time-bin qubit transmitters and receivers for QKD, and integrating many entanglement sources and analysis circuits on a chip for large-scale quantum computation.
Chapter 4

Dynamic Thermal Photonic Controller

4.1 Introduction

Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC) are a key technology for the practical realization of optical processing in applications as diverse as microwave photonics to quantum applications [80] [123] [6]. PIC using silicon based materials in a thermo-optic system can be fabricated with relatively low cost in Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. However, the use of multiple heaters on a chip is prone to thermal crosstalk and environmental change because of the relatively high thermo-optic coefficient of these materials [127] [3]. This creates undesirable wavelength shifts and affecting system performance. Multiple heaters in photonic integrated circuits must be controlled dynamically to achieve reliable performance of the thermo-optic system.

Prior efforts to resolve thermal sensitivity of a thermo-optic system have focused on differential control techniques [41], Wheatstone bridge with Proportional-Integral Derivative (PID) feedback [51], active feedback [44], mean power monitoring [128], dithering [129], and balance homodyne locking [130]. These all require external or on-chip photodetectors to monitor the traveling light in the resonators. The robustness, loop interaction and control are also hard to analyze and may not yield the best overall control.

In this chapter, we demonstrate wavelength stabilization in compact and low loss silicon nitride multi-heaters PIC based on Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) structure. We demonstrate that a single-board low-cost microcontroller-based design can be used to implement a wavelength stabilization with external disturbance on silicon nitride PIC.


4.2 Thermooptic System Controller

4.2.1 Photonic Chip and System Controller

The silicon nitride circuits were fabricated using double stripe waveguide technology with LioniX BV [44]. The waveguides comprised of cladding and two strips of Si$_3$N$_4$ layers stacked on top of each other with SiO$_2$ as an intermediate layer. The strips were constructed to be 1.5 µm wide, and the Si$_3$N$_4$ layers and the SiO$_2$ intermediate layer were formed to be 170 and 500 nm thick, respectively. This allowed < 100 µm bending radius with a propagation loss of < 0.2 dB/cm for TE polarization and single mode operation at 1550 nm with high index contrast.

Fig. 4.1 Chip setup

There are 15 heaters inside the chip, each with a nominal resistance of 600 Ω. In this experiment, heaters were connected via electrical wire bonded directly to the heater controller as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The chip temperature is monitored via an infrared sensor (first sensor), which collects the target chip and ambient temperature. The gap between chip and sensor is around 5 mm. The second sensor is attached on the heatsink plate to monitor overall temperature of the chip. This sensor is using TSIC™306 with T092 package. The photonic chip and sensor setup are shown in Fig. 4.1.

The heater controller, as shown in Fig. 4.2, consists of 16 channels outputs, and 15 of them can be used to provide power to the 15 heaters on the photonic chip. The hardware is designed specifically based on open source Arduino using ATmega32u4 with two 16-bit Octal Digital to Analog Converter (DACs), eight dual amplifiers and 16 voltage follower circuits integrated onto one board. These electronic circuits as shown in Fig. 4.3 can be scaled for more channel output. The hardware are controlled via SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface Bus). Since the circuit using dual Octal DAC, digital multiplexer is used for selection between two DACs. The voltage output of this controller can provide up to 30 V depending on the
amplifier circuits gain setup and voltage follower input. To prevent the damage of the Silicon Nitride photonic chip, the input was limited to maximum 20 V. The graphical user interface (GUI) for reconfigurable power supply or heater controller is created using Processing open source software with serial command.

4.2.2 System Identification and Control Model

The step response model of the plant for Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) feedback controller is generated using plant identification system in Matlab and followed by parameterized $H(s)$ with underdamped pair and real pole as shown in Fig. 4.4 which is described by Eq (4.1). In this model, the configurable parameters include the damping coefficient $\zeta$ and the gain $K$. The other parameters are the first time constant $T_1$ and the time constant

---

**Fig. 4.2 Heater controller circuit board**

**Fig. 4.3 Electronic control circuits**

---

**Fig. 4.4 System Identification and Control Model**

The step response model of the plant for Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) feedback controller is generated using plant identification system in Matlab and followed by parameterized $H(s)$ with underdamped pair and real pole as shown in Fig. 4.4 which is described by Eq (4.1). In this model, the configurable parameters include the damping coefficient $\zeta$ and the gain $K$. The other parameters are the first time constant $T_1$ and the time constant...
associated with the natural frequency $T\omega$. The estimated parameters for identified plant structure are $K = 5.3132$, $T_1 = 67.285$, $T\omega = 76.3$ and $\zeta = 0.714$.

\[
H(s) = \frac{K}{(T_1s + 1)(T\omega^2s^2 + 2\zeta T\omega s + 1)}
\quad (4.1)
\]

Using PID tuner with balance setting, the rise time and settling time are 108 seconds and 502 seconds respectively. The overshoot is about 3.87 %, peak 1.04 and phase margin 69 deg@0.014 rad/s with stable closed loop.

### 4.3 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate full system performance, initial experiments were conducted to understand the characteristic of Si$_3$N$_4$ photonic chip. Fig. 4.5 shows the control program flow of heater controller. First, selected wavelength target is set on computer using graphical user interface (GUI). The library is created based on experiment result based on temperature and wavelength data. The data are collected on computer by supplying power from 15 mW to 326.6 mW. This library is used for temperature reference on wavelength target and used as lookup table in the program. The blue figure in Fig. 4.5 illustrates the heaters of MZI based structure of the Si$_3$N$_4$ photonic chip.

To characterize the chip, first we measured the output responses from two active heaters (Ch 1 and Ch 2) and sensors as shown in Fig. 4.6. The detail chip configuration can be seen in Fig. 6.4 (chip test setup in Chapter 6) and appendix. We increased the power on channel.
2 at around 277 mW (supplied with 12.89 V). After few seconds, the chip temperature increases from around 19°C to about 20.5°C. Start from about 200 second, channel 1 voltage is increased gradually from 0 to 14 V. We can see that the chip temperature rises from about 21°C to around 22.5°C. The heatsink temperature also increases from 21.4°C to 21.9°C. It is clear, from Fig. 4.6, that the thermal distribution from two active heaters affect the overall chip temperature.

In order to identify the crosstalk, several heaters on the chip are activated on channels 3, 4, 5 and 6. All heaters are supplied with 9 V. Fig. 4.7 shows the wavelength shift with temperature. We can see that the temperature gap between initial and after four heaters active is about 3.4°C. The wavelength also shifted from about 1553 nm (red plot) to around 1548 nm (blue plot).
The full measurement setup for the feedback control system is shown in Fig. 4.8. Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) generates a broadband light source in the telecom C-band. The output is controlled with an attenuator, a fiber Inline Polarizer (IP) and a Polarization Controller (PC). The input power was monitored using a Power Meter (PM) and a 50:50 fiber coupler. The fiber connection (red lines) from the coupler to the chip is via Polarization Maintaining optical Fiber (PMF) pigtailed to the chip. The output was connected to Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) and PM using 99% and 1% coupler for analysis.
4.4 Experimental Results

For feedback control system, temperature and wavelength data are collected on computer by supplying voltage from 1 to 14 V as described in experimental setup (4.3). The correlation between temperature and wavelength is used as reference for the program. The tuned PID parameters are obtained from the control model as described in (4.2.2) system identification and control model. The parameters \(K_p = 0.3877, K_i = 198.1, K_d = 49.52\) are then applied to the feedback control systems. To evaluate the performance of the system, we measure the system stability of closed loop systems.

In the closed loop experiment test, channel 2 as the arm of the same MZI on the chip is supplied with 12.9 V. The second step is to set the temperature to 24.2°C, this setting is used for creating initial wavelength spectrum. External disturbance is created by using a hot air blower to heat the silicon nitride chip from about 80 cm for about 15 s. From the experiments, the temperature sensor shows an increase in temperature to about 34°C from 24°C as shown in Fig. 4.9. This setup is used to simulate extreme environment condition or volatile external environment.

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 represent a full system test with external disturbance with wavelength shift. The heating started at 15th min. During this time, the closed loop systems respond to or compensate for the disturbance by adjusting the voltage of feedback control input to the target wavelength peak. As shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10, the feedback responds to the drift by lowering the voltage which recovers the wavelength shift to the condition before the disturbance.
4.5 Summary

In conclusion, a system identification technique and a feedback controller for on-chip heaters have been demonstrated for wavelength stabilization. The model can be used as a basic control scheme for a more complex system.
Chapter 5

FPGA as a Photonic Controller

5.1 Introduction

Single particles of light photons are a vital resource for the implementation of quantum-enhanced technologies such as optical quantum computing [131] and simulation [132]. To make such technologies practical requires single-photon sources, which can emit single photons on-demand and indistinguishable in all relevant degrees of freedom: central frequency, bandwidth, spatial mode, and polarization [87] [133]. Despite recent progress on relaxing these requirements [134] [135], sources that meet the required thresholds do not yet exist. Two strategies have been proposed to develop the desired photon sources [136]. One is to use ‘single-emitter’ quantum systems [137–140] such as quantum dots or colour centres in diamond. These systems typically emit single photons nearly on-demand, with a recent demonstration showing that the emitted photons from a single quantum dot can be highly indistinguishable [141]. However, producing highly indistinguishable photons from distinct emitters remains challenging because of the difficulty of fabricating identical emitters at the nanoscale [142] [143]. The alternative approach is to generate correlated photon pairs via spontaneous nonlinear optical processes, such as parametric down conversion or four-wave mixing in suitable crystals or waveguides, where the detection of one photon in a pair ‘heralds’ the existence of its partner [144–146]. However the photon pair generation events are unpredictable (being associated with vacuum fluctuations) and contain contributions from multi-pair events. Indeed the probabilities of single- \( P_1 \) and multi-pair \( P_{>1} \) events are both related to the mean number of pairs created per pump pulse \( \mu \). They both increase with \( \mu \), and \( P_{>1} \) increases more rapidly (to leading order it grows quadratically rather than linearly). Therefore, these sources are usually operated in the \( \mu \ll 1 \) (and thus \( P_1 \ll 1 \)) regime to minimize the multi-photon noise. Unfortunately, most useful quantum protocols require many simultaneous single-photon inputs in different modes, and as the success rate falls as
single particles of light—photons—are a vital resource for the implementation of quantum-enhanced technologies such as optical quantum computing. Photons from distinct emitters remain challenging because of the difficulty of fabricating identical emitters at the nanoscale. A promising solution is to actively multiplex non-deterministic photons in different spatial or temporal modes to enhance the probability of single-photon output. Spatial multiplexing has been implemented in a few architectures, but scaling quickly becomes infeasible as the number of photon sources and heralding detectors increases rapidly with the number of modes to be multiplexed. Temporal multiplexing, proposed in refs **[149]** [**100**] [**4**], reuses the same detectors and photon-generation components, and thus is significantly more resource efficient and scalable. The scheme in ref. **[4]** requires an electronic circuit to extract timing information from the heralding photons, which is subsequently used to control a switching network that actively routes the heralded photons into a pre-defined temporal mode. Recently two groups have demonstrated initial experimental implementations of active temporal multiplexing in references **[151]** [**152**], but the remaining challenges are: managing the photons’ arrival time to the accuracy of several picoseconds, and controlling their polarization to maintain the photons’ indistinguishability; and developing ultra-low-loss integrated optical components so that the desired enhancement can be achieved in a scalable manner.

In this chapter, we demonstrate the multiplexing of photons from four temporal modes solely using fibre-integrated optics and off-the-shelf electronic components. We show a 100% enhancement to the single-photon output probability without introducing additional multi-photon noise. Photon indistinguishability is confirmed by a fourfold Hong-Ou-Mandel quantum interference with a 91±16% visibility after subtracting multi-photon noise due to high pump power. Our demonstration paves the way for scalable multiplexing of many non-deterministic photon sources to a single near-deterministic source, which will be of benefit to future quantum photonic technologies.

![Fig. 5.1 Active temporal multiplexing principle](image-url)
5.2 Active Temporal Multiplexing Scheme

5.2.1 FPGA as Photonic Device Controller

The principle of our demonstration is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Compared with one pump pulse at period $4T$, a group of pump pulses at period $T$ are approximately four times as likely to generate a pair in the given time frame of $4T$ if the individual pulse energy is the same. However, the random nature of the generation process within each time bin remains the same. The situation changes after the heralded photons are actively delayed to time bin $t_1$: if the switching network has sufficiently low losses, the heralded single-photon output probability at the $4T$ clock period will be increased. A nonlinear device is pumped by pulses separated in time by period $T$, each generating correlated photon pairs randomly. The two photons from each pair are spatially separated by frequency (colour) and the heralding photons (red) are detected, indicating the existence of the heralded photons (blue). Depending on the time bin in which a pair is generated, an appropriate delay is applied to the heralded photon so that it always appears in time bin $t_1$ with a nominal period $NT$ ($N=4$ in this work).

5.2.2 Optic and FPGA Integration

To implement the scheme shown in Fig. 5.1, we design an experiment as shown in Fig. 5.2 (see Supplementary Fig. 5.7 and Supplementary Note 1 for the full setup). A mode-locked fibre laser with a repetition rate of 10 MHz (100 ns period) produces 10 ps pulses at 1,550 nm. Each pulse is split into four pulses spaced by 25 ns using two one-to-four fibre couplers and three tunable optical fibre delay lines. The four pulses then propagate along a 3-mm long nonlinear silicon nanowire, probabilistically generating correlated photon pairs via spontaneous four-wave mixing in the four time-bins [153]. As a result of energy conservation and phase matching, photon pairs are generated at frequencies symmetrically around the pump over a 6 THz bandwidth [153]. An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG, 100 GHz channel spacing and 50 GHz channel bandwidth) is used to select the photon pairs generated at 1,545 and 1,555 nm, block the pump, and spatially separate the two photons of each pair. The 1,555 nm photons are detected by a fast and low-noise niobium nitride superconducting single-photon detector as heralding signals. These signals contain the timing information of the 1,545 nm photons and are sent to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) for analysis.

A phase-locked loop in the FPGA is used to lock to and multiply the laser’s original 10 MHz clock to a 40 MHz clock. A finite state machine operating on the 40 MHz clock generates four non-overlapping clocks at four phases relative to the 10 MHz clock. A heralding photon detection signal from the superconducting single-photon detector is ANDed
with each clock phase and an appropriate three binary-digit output latches. The output is connected to the switching network, so that the 1,545nm photons are routed into the appropriate sequence of delay lines. All of these operations require the careful alignment of the clock with the optical pulses that contain the generated photons. This is done by optimizing the counts in a series of coincidence measurements, adjusting the tunable optical delay lines and tunable digital delays (see Supplementary Note 2).

Fig. 5.2 Active temporal multiplexing experiment setup

5.3 Experimental Setup

Fig. 5.2 shows experimental setup of four temporal mode multiplexing. Pulses from a mode-locked picosecond fibre laser are split to four copies using fibre couplers and tunable delay lines, and pump a silicon nanowire for spontaneous four-wave mixing. The 0, 25, 50 and 75 ns delays are all relative to the uppermost optical path. After pump blocking, frequency selection and spatial separation of the two photons of each pair, the heralding signals are analysed by a FPGA and the heralded photons are buffered using a long fibre delay to wait for the electronic decisions. The loss of the 200 m long buffer fibre is < 0.1 dB. The FPGA configures the switching network to route the heralded photons into a single spatial-temporal mode. Logic ‘0’ means the photon remains in the input (‘bar’) channel; a ‘1’ means the photon is routed to the cross channel.
5.4 Experimental Results

To receive any benefit from a four temporal mode multiplexing setup, the switching network must have a total loss below the four times (that is, 6 dB) maximum expected enhancement. We use optical ceramic switches, made from ultra-low-loss lead lanthanum zirconium titanate [154]. These switches are fibre pigtailed and spliced with the fibre delay lines to minimize the loss of each path to around 2.8 dB, with ±0.3 dB difference between different routes (see Supplementary Fig. 5.7). Since this loss difference is much less than the overall loss in the experiment, its effect on output photon statistics is negligible. The setup described so far ensures indistinguishability in the spectral and temporal degrees of freedom, but we also require indistinguishability in polarization. In Fig. 5.2, the heralded photons from different time bins have the same polarization before they enter the switching network. However, they experience different optical paths to obtain the correct delays, and to minimize losses these components are not polarization maintaining. This is addressed using two polarization controllers applied to the two optical delay lines (see Supplementary Note 3). The additional loss introduced by each polarization controller is ∼0.1 dB.

![Coincidence result](image)

Fig. 5.3 Coincidence result

The key to verifying our design is to compare the heralded single-photon output probability per 100 ns clock period (that is, the original 10 MHz clock) at the same multi-photon noise level for sources with and without the multiplexing switching network. These two quantities are characterized by coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR) measurements [155].
When a pair of photons generated in the same pump pulse are detected and the detection signals sent to a time interval analyser, a coincidence is recorded. When photons generated from different pulses are detected, the coincidence represents an accidental coincidence. All of these coincidences (C) and accidentals (A) are recorded as a histogram by the time interval analyser (see Supplementary Fig. 5.7 and Supplementary Note 1), and \( \text{CAR} = \frac{C}{A} \).

The measured CAR as a function of the coincidence rate without multiplexing (NO MUX, that is, pumping at 10 MHz) is plotted in Fig. 5.3, indicated by diamonds. Poisson error bars are used for the plots. Dashed lines are analytic plots using the model in ref. [97]. The CAR decreases with the increased coincidence rate due to multi-pair noise and this is a typical feature of such measurements [97] [153] [155].

For comparison, we perform measurements at the same pump peak powers for the multiplexed source (MUX, that is, pumping at 40 MHz and adding the switching network to the setup). The results are plotted as triangles in Fig. 5.3. The CAR still decreases with the increased coincidence rate because the original NO MUX sources have this feature. However, when compared with the NO MUX source, at the same CAR, that is, the same multi-pair noise level, the coincidence rates are nearly doubled. At the highest power level in our experiment, the detected coincidence rate has been increased from \( \sim 300 \text{s}^{-1} \) for the source without multiplexing to nearly \( 600 \text{s}^{-1} \) after performing multiplexing. As simply doubling the number of pump pulses per period (that is, keeping the same peak power and without an active switching circuit) can lead to similar results in Fig. 5.3 (ref. [153]), we express the improvement as an enhancement factor of MUX/NO MUX heralded single-photon output probability per 100 ns at the same CAR level. The enhancement is due to the fact that in the NO MUX case, there is a single pump pulse per 100 ns, while in the MUX case, there are four pump pulses per 100 ns; and the ratio between single- and multi-pair probabilities remains the same when the pulses have the same peak power. Taking into account the losses of waveguide-fibre coupling, spectral filters and the efficiency of detectors, we estimate the mean number of pairs per 100 ns clock period from the measured coincidence rate at each CAR level, and then infer the heralded single-photon output probabilities using a thermal distribution function for both NOMUX and MUX sources (see Supplementary Note 4). The enhancement factor at each CAR level is plotted in Fig. 5.4 as circles, showing that our four temporal mode multiplexing nearly enhances the heralded single-photon output probability by 100% (that is, 3 dB). The enhancement is less than the ideal factor of 4 (that is, 6 dB) because of the 3 dB loss of the switching network.

For the multiplexed source to be useful, the multiplexed heralded photons must be indistinguishable. This is tested by Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) quantum interference [156]. We build another heralded single-photon source based on a second 3-mm long silicon
nanowire pumped by the same 10 MHz laser, but without multiplexing (see Supplementary Note 5). The photons from this second source are in a certain spatial-temporal state, that is, in an identical polarization state and at the accurate 100 ns clock cycle of the laser, and so they provide a reference to check if the multiplexed photons are indistinguishable. Note that as the AWG channels used to filter the generated photons have a slightly larger bandwidth (50 GHz) than the pump (10 ps transform limited pulses corresponding to 44 GHz), the photons to be interfered have some chance to be in different spectral modes. This may slightly reduce the HOM interference visibility [157].

As the photons to be interfered at a 50:50 beam splitter must be heralded by their corresponding partner photons, the HOM interference here actually involves fourfold (or four photon) coincidence measurements [158] [159] (Supplementary Fig. 5.7). Because the fourfold coincidence rate from two separate sources is very low due to the low photon collection efficiency, we first perform a standard twofold interference measurement (that is, without heralding) to find the appropriate delay between photons from the two sources [158]. Fig. 5.5 presents indistinguishability measurement of the multiplexed photons. Raw visibility of twofold (diamonds, left axis) and fourfold (squares, right axis) measurements. In this measurement, the pump powers are set at a level of CAR=18 for both. The twofold dip shows a raw visibility of 24±1.9% (diamonds in Fig. 5.5). Then we take the fourfold HOM interference measurement, but at higher pump powers for both sources in order to have sufficient coincidence counts to make the statistics meaningful in a reasonable amount of
measurement time (for example, 50 coincidences in 1 h) with our low-efficiency detectors. The cost is that the CAR drops to 7, and more multi-photon noise is generated and reduces the visibility of the HOM dip. We observe a fourfold HOM dip with raw visibility of 69±3.4% (squares in Fig. 5.5), indicating that non-classical interference occurred between the multiplexed photons and the photons from the second source. To check that the residual photon distinguishability is not because of multiplexing but due to multi-photon noise at high pump powers, we measure the detector dark count and multi-photon contribution from each source (see Supplementary Note 5) [159]. Using these data we correct the raw data, which yields a visibility of 91±16% (Fig. 5.6), clearly showing that the multiplexed photons are highly indistinguishable. This non-100% visibility is partly because of the large error bars resulting from the low count rates, and partly due to the photons’ spectral distinguishability introduced by the slightly broader band filtering of the photons mentioned earlier. Fig. 5.6 shows fourfold HOM dip visibility after subtracting multi-photon noise. Poisson error bars are used for the plots. Solid lines are Gaussian fits according to the spectral filtering shape in the experiment.

Varnava et al. [134] have shown that if the product of the detector efficiency with the source efficiency is greater than 2/3, then efficient linear optical quantum computation is possible. The detector efficiency has been brought to nearly unity by advanced supercon-
ducting technology [160]. Thus, recalling caveats concerning indistinguishability between distinct near deterministic sources as discussed in the Introduction, we need to bring non-deterministic nonlinear photon sources into the nearly deterministic regime, that is, increase the source efficiency to at least 0.67 to make optical quantum information processing a reality. The source efficiency is the product of photon-generation efficiency and spectral filtering transmission efficiency. Assuming 90% filter transmission, the photon-generation efficiency has to be greater than 0.75. If we start with a generation efficiency of 0.015 (arbitrarily chosen to be <1 to suppress multi-pair generation), using the first-order approximation (more rigorous and detailed analysis can be found in refs [100] [4]), we need to multiplex at least \( N = 0.75/0.015 = 50 \) time-bins if the switch circuit has negligible losses. The required number of switches is an integer no less than \( \log_2 N + 1 \) (ref. [4]), which is 7. Using seven switches, the number of multiplexed time-bins is \( 2^{(7-1)} = 64 \). As this number is larger than the required \( N = 50 \), and the probability of generating more than one pair in 64 time-bins is low since 0.015 < 1/64, it is possible to achieve the required enhancement. The major challenge is to reduce the losses of switches. Recent development of stress-optic effect-based switches has the potential to bring the switching losses down to the desired level [126]. This type of switch has a 2 mm thick lead zirconate titanate (PZT) film on the top of a very low loss (as low as 0.0005 dB cm\(^{-1}\)) SiN waveguide [126]. The applied stress has nearly no
impact on the loss and thus the switch can be practically lossless if we make the switches and delay lines on the same chip to avoid waveguide-fibre coupling.

The other challenge involved in developing high performance heralded single-photon sources is to have pure heralded photon sources before multiplexing so that the photons after multiplexing are highly indistinguishable. In our current demonstration, the interplay between pump bandwidth and phase matching dictates that purity is maximized with sufficiently narrow filter bandwidths. In the future, we can increase heralded photon purity by either using narrower bandpass filters to appropriately reduce the generated photon bandwidth or employing micro-ring resonators as the nonlinear device [161].

5.5 Summary

In conclusion, this demonstration provides a road map for creating near-deterministic heralded single-photon sources using a resource efficient and thus scalable multiplexing scheme. With nearly unity efficiency detectors, 90% transmission filters and low-loss switches, this scheme will ultimately provide a solution for single photon sources.
5.6 Supplementary Note

5.6.1 Note 1: Full setup and explanation of coincidence measurements

The full setup of our experiments is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 5.7. Solid and dashed lines represent optical fibers and electronic cables, respectively. MLL: mode-locked laser, OTDL: optical tunable delay line, ODL: optical delay line, PC: polarization controller, ATT: attenuator, OSC: oscilloscope, AWG: arrayed waveguide grating, PM: power meter, SSPD: superconducting single photon detector, DG: delay generator, FPGA: field-programmable gate array, SW: switch, BPF: bandpass filter, APD: avalanche photodiode, TIA: time interval analyzer. The top half of the diagram, excluding the 50:50 coupler before the two avalanche photodiode single photon detectors (ID210, Id-Quantique), is for the CAR measurements of the source with four temporal-mode multiplexing (MUX). When doing the measurements for the source without MUX, we connected only one of the four channels of the 1-to-4 fiber couplers (FCs), and removed the switching network. This arrangement allowed the least change to the experimental conditions for the MUX and NO MUX measurements, and thus guaranteed a fair comparison between them. Because the losses of the four channels of the FCs were slightly different, we used one polarization controller (PC) in each channel and an inline polarizer immediately after the FCs to ensure the pulses in the...
four temporal modes after the inline polarizer had the same intensity. A fast optical sampling oscilloscope was used to monitor the pulse intensities. The CAR measurements for pumping at the 10 MHz clock of only $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$ or $t_4$ (Fig. 5.7) indicate that all four NO MUX sources have the same performance, as shown by diamonds in Fig. 5.3.

The bottom half of Supplementary Fig. 5.7 is a second heralded single photon source based on a silicon nanowire [153] with the same specification to that used in the MUX experiments. This source was pumped at the laser’s 10 MHz clock, and provided a reference for the indistinguishability test of the multiplexed photons via the four-fold HOM quantum interference [158].

![Histogram for CAR measurements result with NO MUX](image)

Fig. 5.8 Histogram for CAR measurements result with NO MUX

When we performed the CAR measurements for the NO MUX and MUX photon sources, we took the 50:50 coupler out of the setup and connected the heralded photon output directly to one ID210 detector. In both cases, the heralded photon events detected by an ID210 triggered by the 10 MHz laser clock were used as the ‘start’, and the heralding photon events detected by a SSPD were used as the ‘stop’ for the TIA to construct the histograms: coincidences vs time delay between ‘start’ and ‘stop’. This ‘start’ and ‘stop’ arrangement is different from the standard way of using heralding signals as the ‘start’ and heralded as the ‘stop’ just for our experimental convenience to adjust the delays, and it does not change the physics. A suitable electronic delay was applied to the heralding detection signals so that the delay in the histogram was always within the 0-250 ns time window. Supplementary Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show typical histograms for the NO MUX and MUX sources in the
CAR measurements [155]. For the NO MUX source (Supplementary Fig. 5.8), we sum up all counts in the coincidence peak and the accidental peak closest to the coincidence peak as the coincidences and accidentals, respectively. The time interval between the peaks is the pump laser period. The ratio between them gives the CAR. For the MUX source (Supplementary Fig. 5.9), depending on in which time bin the heralded photons are generated, they experience different optical delays to be multiplexed to the 10 MHz clock; however the heralding photons are still on the 40 MHz clock, so there are four coincidence peaks (the signature of successful multiplexing). These peaks look slightly different from one another because photons generated in different time bins experience slightly different losses when propagating through different optical paths. Each coincidence peak should have their corresponding accidental peak. Two accidental peaks nearly disappear because the photons that are generated in time bins $t_2$ and $t_4$ require logic ‘1’ be applied to switch1 (Fig. 5.2). This switching operation on switch1 only allows heralded photons to arrive at the detector when there are heralding events, and therefore switches away all other events that may give rise to coincidences in the accidental peak. To calculate the CAR for the MUX source, we sum up the counts in all four coincidence peaks as the coincidences; and multiply the overall counts in the two visible accidental peaks by two as the accidentals. This process is considered to be fair because: first, the sources pumped by each individual temporal mode have been tested to have the same performance; second, corresponding to the loss differences between the different paths, the accidentals for $t_3$ should be higher than those for $t_2$, while
the accidentals for \( t_1 \) should be lower than those for \( t_4 \), and the total accidentals for \( t_3 \) and \( t_1 \) can approximately represent those for \( t_2 \) and \( t_4 \).

### 5.6.2 Note 2: Clock, optical delay, and switching network management

To make this temporal multiplexing experiment successful, we had to synchronize: (I) the 40 MHz clock of the FPGA and the heralding event so that the FPGA could find out which time bin the heralding photons were generated; (II) the switching electronic signals from the FPGA and the heralded photons arriving at the switches so that proper delays could be applied to the photons; and (III) the relative optical delays in the four channels of the FCs and in the switching network.

For synchronization (I), we used a digital delay generator (DG1 in Supplementary Fig. 5.7) between the SSPD heralding detection signal output and the FPGA. By doing an AND operation between the heralding detection signals and the FPGA clock, and comparing the FPGA output count rate with that on the SSPD software, we could find the correct delay using DG1. Once this was done, we could proceed to synchronization (II).

To simplify synchronization (II), we configured the FPGA such that according to a heralding event, the three binary-digit output was latched until the next heralding event occurred. For example, if a photon pair was generated in time bin \( t_1 \), ‘000’ was applied to the switches until the next pair was generated. If the next pair was generated in time bin \( t_4 \), the output of the FPGA would change to ‘110’ (Fig. 5.2). In this way we only need to synchronize the switching signals that control switch1 with the incoming photons, because once photons pass through switch1, they are routed directly through switch2 and switch3 that are always under the correct logic control.

Because the relative delay between heralding and heralded events was the same no matter in which time bin the photon pairs were generated, we only need to do synchronization for one pump temporal mode. As the initial input status to the switches was ‘0’, we had to choose the pump on the clock of either \( t_2 \) or \( t_4 \) for synchronization because only these two pump modes required a logic ‘1’ input to switch1 and were possible for delay alignment. In the setup shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.7, we only connected the channel of FCs with 25 ns optical delays (i.e. \( t_2 \)) and applied a constant output ‘101’ from the FPGA to the switches to take a coincidence measurement as the reference. Then we added a digital delay generator (DG2 in Supplementary Fig. 5.7) between the logic output pin1 of the FPGA and switch1. We could continuously tune the delay of the switching signals to switch1 via DG2 and measure the coincidences. By trial and error, the correct delay was found when the measured coincidences matched with the reference measurement. This delay was then double confirmed by coincidence measurements for the other three temporal pump modes.
Note that DG2 only responds when the output logic from pin1 changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’ and keeps switch1 at the “switching” status for 100 ns, so the use of DG2 here is optional as long as we ensure the signals from the FPGA are sent to all three switches before the incoming photons. The advantages of having DG2 for synchronization are that we have a more accurate control to the switching circuit and thus can route some unheralded photons (i.e., pairs are generated but the heralding photons have been lost) to the dumped port. For synchronization (III), we manually cut optical fibers with the lengths providing delays of approximately 25 ns and 50 ns and spliced the fibers in paths (c) and (d) of the switching network (Supplementary Fig. 5.7); and then used off-the-shelf fiber-integrated optical tunable delay lines (OTDL) with a tuning step of 1 ps in three channels of the FCs for multiplexing the pump to match the delays in the switching network. Compared with directly using OTDL in the switching network, this arrangement minimized the losses of the multiplexed heralded photons.

5.6.3 Note 3: Polarization management

Due to the use of non-polarization maintaining components in the switching network, photons with the same polarization at the input generally will have different polarization at the output if they go through different optical paths. Depending on in which time bin the heralded photons are generated, they go through the combination of optical paths shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.7, \( t_1: (a)+(b), t_2: (c)+(b), t_3: (a)+(d), \) and \( t_4: (c)+(d). \) We found that adding one PC in each of (c) and (d) was sufficient to maintain the polarization of the photons. For example, the photons from \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) share the path (b), the PC in (c) can always adjust the polarization of photons to be the same to those in (a). Then (c) becomes equal to (a) in terms of polarization. The same rule applies to (d) and (b) and thus photons from all time bins will have the same polarization at the output of the switching network.

5.6.4 Note 4: Inferring heralded single photon output probability

Because we did not use photon number resolving detectors, we cannot measure the heralded single photon output probability directly, but we can infer it from the coincidences measured by threshold detectors.

As shown in Supplementary Fig. 5.7, both the generated photons and the pump were filtered using AWGs with the same channel bandwidth of 50 GHz. This arrangement makes it appropriate to use the thermal distribution to describe the photon generation statistics [155]. Using the measured coincidences, we calculate the mean number of generated pairs per 100 ns clock period \( \mu \), by taking into account the total losses in the heralding and heralded photon
arms. Using $P_1=\mu/(1+\mu)^2$ we infer the heralded single photon generation probability per 100 ns clock period. Using $P_1\eta$ with $\eta$ being the overall photon pair collection efficiency, we calculate the heralded single photon output probability for the plots in Fig. 5.4.

5.6.5 Note 5: Four-fold HOM interference

The delay management procedure described in Supplementary Note 2 aligns the photon arrival time to an accuracy of 1 ns, which is determined by the time resolution of the coincidence measurement system. The four-fold HOM interference requires the delay alignment at the accuracy of photons’ coherence time which is of the order of the pump pulse width 10 ps. The measurements were taken in the following steps. First, we connected only the channel of the 1-to-4 FCs without optical delay lines as the pump of the MUX source so that photons were always generated in time bin $t_1$. By varying the delay of OTDL4 in the second source (see Supplementary Fig. 5.7), we adjusted the fine delay via two-fold HOM interference and fixed the delay on OTDL4. Second, we connected in turn only the channel of the 1-to-4 FCs with OTDL1, OTDL2, or OTDL3, to determine and fix the fine delays for them via two-fold measurements. Third, we connected all four channels of the 1-to-4 FCs to obtain the fully multiplexed source and took the two-fold and four-fold HOM interference measurements by varying the fine delay on OTDL4.

As the pump powers for the four-fold HOM interference measurement were relatively high, we attribute the 69% visibility predominantly to multi-pair noise. To obtain this noise information, we performed four-fold coincidence measurements at the same fine delays set in the raw measurements by disconnecting input to the 50:50 coupler from the MUX and second photon sources, respectively [159]. Because subtracting these four-fold counts from the raw four-fold counts would subtract the noise due to detector dark count twice, we also measured the four-fold coincidences by disconnecting both sources from the 50:50 coupler, and added these dark count induced four-fold counts back to get the net four-fold coincidences. To understand this process, we give an example: we obtained a raw four-fold coincidence count $C_{raw}$ at a particular delay $\delta t$. We measured the multi-pair noise contribution to $C_{raw}$ from two sources at delay $\delta t$ to be $C_{n1}$ and $C_{n2}$, and the detector dark count contribution to $C_{raw}$ at delay $\delta t$ to be $C_d$. The corrected net four-fold coincidence is then $C_{raw} - C_{n1} - C_{n2} + C_d$. We did this correction for all delays shown in Fig. 5.5 and obtained the data for Fig. 5.6. This multi-pair noise subtraction yields a 91±16% visibility.
Chapter 6

Adaptive Reconfiguration for Photonic Stabilization

6.1 Introduction

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) have been proposed for many applications, including sensing [162], communication [129], and quantum computing [6]. PICs are often implemented in complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible technologies, and the materials involved have high thermo-optic coefficients [3], making their operation very sensitive to temperature changes.

Temperature sensitivity can be used advantageously. For example, a quantum time-bin entanglement experiment used temperature-dependent tunable couplers and phase shifters to control the amplitude, phase, and wavelength of certain photon states [6]. Fig. 6.1 shows the schematic of an on-chip wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) based on Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs). The yellow parts are heaters for thermooptic based phase shifters. V1, V2, V3 are voltage inputs to adjust refractive index of the waveguide, which enables a
controllable phase shift. Overall, it is a MZI with two arms slightly unbalanced in length. The slight difference in arm lengths determines the free spectral range, and the phase shifter can vary the peak wavelengths [Fig. 6.2]. The red sinusoid line is the light signal which has intensity, wavelength, free spectral range (FSR), peak wavelength and extinction ratio. When both input and output couplers are exactly at the 50:50 splitting ratio, the best extinction ratio is achieved. In reality, it is difficult to make on-chip directional couplers with exactly 50:50 splitting ratio due to fabrication imperfections. The solution is to make an arbitrarily tunable coupler based on a MZI with two arms balanced in length, as shown in the dashed rectangles in Fig. 6.1. In such a balanced MZI, even if the input and output directional couplers deviate from the 50:50 splitting ratio, we can use the phase shifter to control the ultimate splitting ratio. The phase shifters use thermo-optic effects through applying a certain voltage to the resistive heaters. Three resistive heaters, controlled by voltages V1, V2, and V3, are used to adjust the refractive index of the waveguide, allowing a controllable phase shift. When this MZI-based configuration scales up and is integrated into more complicated circuits with multiple inputs, outputs, and several functionalities, care must be taken to avoid changes in the output, i.e., signal drift. Thus accurate and robust control of multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMOs) are required in practical systems.

![Fig. 6.2 A typical spectral response of the WDM with a light source.](image)

Control schemes on photonic-based electro-optic and thermo-optic systems have been proposed for many applications. For instance, ring resonator MIMO-based electro-optic systems have been proposed using cascaded micro resonator based matrix switches in a silicon photonic interconnection network for many core computing applications [163]. The system used resonator-based electro-optic switches to achieve nonblocking interconnections
among multiple inputs and multiple outputs. MZI thermo-optic systems with MIMO control is an alternative approach that has versatile functionality and reconfigurability.

Efforts to address the issue of thermal sensitivity are reviewed in Refs. [41] [51] [44] [130] [164], and approaches include athermal waveguides, thermally self-compensating passive circuits, and active feedback control. Wavelength locking and thermally stabilized operation were demonstrated using a silicon microring resonator and dithering in a thermally volatile environment [165]. In addition, a contactless integrated photonic probe as input for feedback control for compact system integration was also demonstrated [166]. In 2015, Fisher et al. [167] proposed a control-scheme-based calibration technique and extremum-seeking algorithm on a large PIC incorporating ring resonators and MZI structures; however, there has been no experimental demonstration on MZI-based systems. In addition, the robustness, loop interaction, and control are not analyzed and may not yield the best overall control.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis and Ref. [7], we presented a unique design of single input and single output system controller with a proportional integral derivative algorithm for wavelength stabilization with external disturbance. This chapter demonstrates, for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, MIMO control of a silicon nitride thermo-optic PIC incorporating MZIs. This work differs in several aspects, including control algorithm, experimental setup, feedback input, circuit under test complexity, and disturbance compared to Ref. [7]. Using a dual proportional integral reference tracking algorithm [168] [169] combined with system identification [170], we demonstrate reliable performance with enhanced reconfigurability. For system identification, the underdamped pair and real pole method is applied for robust analysis [171]. The control system adaptively tunes and maintains the operation wavelength of the target outputs. The system performance was improved in terms of control accuracy by reducing wavelength peak drift due to internal and external disturbances from 0.5 to 0.1 nm.

6.1.1 Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Controller

To provide system summary for analysis and design of the input/output response, the basic control system transfer function for the experiments needs to be defined [1]. Fig. 6.3 shows basic feedback loop with the assumption that the three components (\(P\): plant; \(C\): controller; \(F\): sensor) are linear functions of the sums of their inputs. Another parameters to be considered are \(r\): reference or command input; \(u\): actuating signal; \(d\): external disturbance; \(v\): sum (represented by \(\Sigma\)) of actuating signal and disturbance; \(\eta\): plant output; \(y\): sum of plant output and noise \(n\); \(n\): sensor noise.

Consider the system in Fig. 6.3 has three blocks representing a plant or process \(P\) (blue), a feedback controller \(C\) (green), and a sensor or feedforward controller \(F\) (red). There are three external signals: the reference \(r\), the measurement noise \(n\), and the load disturbance \(d\).
A typical problem is to obtain how the error $e$ is correlating to the signals $r$, $d$, and $n$, as follows:

$$e = Fr - y.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

To attain the relevant transfer function, it starts with the control error $e$, given by Eq (6.1). From the block diagram as shown in Fig. 6.3, signal $y$ is the sum of $n$ and $\eta$, where $\eta$ is the output of the plant; thus, we can specify Eq (6.2) as follows:

$$y = n + \eta, \quad \eta = P(d + u), \quad u = Ce.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

$$e = Fr - y = Fr - (n + \eta) = Fr - (n + P(d + u))$$
$$= Fr - (n + P(d + Ce)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

$$e = Fr - n - Pd - PCe.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

$$e = \frac{F}{1 + PC}r - \frac{1}{1 + PC}n - \frac{P}{1 + PC}d$$
$$= G_{er}r + G_{en}n + G_{ed}d,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

We get Eq (6.3) by combining Eq (6.1) and Eq (6.2). Therefore, Eq (6.4) is the result of this combination. Finally, solving Eq (6.4) for $e$ result in Eq (6.5). $G$ is described as the transfer function.
6.1 Introduction

The error \( e \) is the sum of three terms, hinge on the reference \( r \), the load disturbance \( d \) and the measurement noise \( n \). The functions in Eq (6.6) are transfer functions from reference \( r \), noise \( n \) and disturbance \( d \) to the error \( e \).

\[
G_{er} = \frac{F}{1 + PC}, \quad G_{en} = -\frac{1}{1 + PC}, \quad G_{ed} = -\frac{P}{1 + PC} \tag{6.6}
\]

The control feedback system in this chapter provides several parameters for the experiment setup shown in Fig. 6.6. Plant \( P \) is represented by the silicon nitride photonic chip, and controller \( C \), is the heater controller that supplies the voltage to the chip. The objective of the control system is to set the output \( y(y_1, y_2) \) by manipulating input \( u(u_1, u_2) \), the voltage input to the heater. The output \( y \) is detected using the OSAs. This output is compared by \( F \) to the reference value \( r \). The control objective is to keep \( e = y - r \) small.

\[
y(s) = P(s)u(s), \quad u(s) = C(s)e(s) \tag{6.7}
\]

\[
e(s) = r(s) - F(s)y(s) \tag{6.8}
\]

Assume the plant \( P \), controller \( C \) and sensor \( F \) are linear and time-invariant. The system can be analyzed using the Laplace transform on the variables. This gives the relations as described in Eq (6.7) and Eq (6.8). These equations give the \( y(s) \) as described in Eq (6.9) by solving \( y(s) \) in term of \( r(s) \).
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\[ y(s) = \frac{P(s)C(s)}{1 + F(s)P(s)C(s)}r(s) \]  
\[ (6.9) \]

Fig. 6.4 depicts chip test setup with two feedback inputs \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) and two outputs \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \); Feedback points are Ch1 and Ch4 (WDM parts); Ch1-Ch15 are heater points inside the chip. The red lines represent the Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) waveguides, and the yellow lines are the resistive heaters.

### 6.1.2 Control Transfer Function

Feedback control aims to manipulate an output subject to an unknown disturbance, with the goal of minimizing an error function. MIMO systems use different error functions to single input single output (SISO) and can present a sensitivity to uncertainty that is fundamentally different [172]. MIMO transfer functions use vector values for inputs and outputs, and can be specified by concatenation of SISO transfer function models, as follows:

\[ H(s) = \frac{K}{(T_1 s + 1)(T \omega^2 s^2 + 2 \zeta T \omega s + 1)} \]  
\[ (6.10) \]

![Fig. 6.5 Control model analysis.](image)

Fig. 6.5 Control model analysis.

Fig. 6.5 shows control model using underdamped pair and real pole analysis. The green solid line depicts the identified signal from the experiment. The blue solid line shows the
identified generated plant model with underdamped pair and real pole analysis. Red cross mark is the the first time constant \( T_1 \) parameter. The dashed orange lines are the natural frequency \( T \omega \) and (the damping coefficient \( \zeta \)) parameters used to tune the model.

Eq (6.10) is based on underdamped pair and real pole, which described in Ref. [171]. The transfer function is deduced from the experimental setup via system identification [170]. Once inputs and outputs are obtained from the experimental data, the transfer function is analyzed and the coefficients needed for real control algorithm are obtained. The MIMO model generated by this transfer function is described in detail in Ref. [173]. The transfer function model of the plant for proportional integral reference tracking in this experiment is generated using a plant identification system in Matlab\(^\circledR\) [174], assuming a transfer function \( H(s) \) with underdamped pair and real pole as shown in Fig. 6.5, which is described by Eq (6.10).

The configurable parameters include the damping coefficient \( \zeta \) and the gain \( K \). The other parameters are the first time constant \( T_1 \) and the time constant associated with the natural frequency \( T \omega \). The estimated parameters for identified plant structure are \( K = 38.151, T_1 = 2.62, T \omega = 0.41912 \) and \( \zeta = 0.447 \). Using proportional integral control with standard tuner and balance settings, the rise time and settling time are 1.21 and 6.72 s, respectively. The overshoot is about 9.94\%, peak 1.1, and phase margin 60 deg at 0.817 rad/s, ensuring closed loop stability.

6.2 Experimental Setup

Fig. 6.6 Experiment setup of MIMO feedback control.
Fig. 6.6 presents experiment setup of MIMO feedback control. Red solid lines are optical fibers, and black solid lines are electric cables (ASE: amplified spontaneous emission; IP: inline polarizer; PC: polarization controller; PM: power meter; OSA: optical spectrum analyzer; LAN: local area network; USB: universal serial bus).

Our experiment studies a silicon nitride photonic chip. The chip shown in Fig. 6.7 is fabricated using the double-stripe waveguide technology with LioniX BV [119]. The waveguides comprise SiO$_2$ cladding and two strips of Si$_3$N$_4$ layers stacked on top of each other with SiO$_2$ as an intermediate layer. The strips are constructed to be 1.5 $\mu$m wide, and the Si$_3$N$_4$ layers and SiO$_2$ intermediate layers are formed to be 170 and 500 nm thick, respectively. This allows < 100 $\mu$m bending radius with a propagation loss of < 0.2 dB/cm for TE polarization and single-mode operation at 1550 nm with a high index contrast. All waveguide inputs and outputs are pigtailed with a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) array. The layout of the chip is sketched in Fig. 6.4. Our research focuses on stabilizing the operation wavelengths of the two MZI-based WDMs when internal and external heat disturbances occur, as explained in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2. All heaters that are used to control the phase shift have a nominal resistance of 600 $\Omega$.

To have a reference point at a specific wavelength, calibration on applied voltage inputs and correlated wavelength output are conducted. Open loop calibration experiments are carried out by collecting data of applied voltage and wavelength output response. A Yenista® OSA20 optical spectrum analyzer is used to confirm the wavelength outputs. These applied voltages and wavelength outputs data are then used as a lookup table on programing the feedback control. The feedback control points are at channel 1 and channel 4 on heater controller. The range of the output of OSA 1 or trace window is set to 1558 to 1565 nm to avoid double peak detection. The second output at OSA 2 is also fixed to 1543 to 1549 nm for the same reason.

Fig. 6.7 shows a photograph of the Si$_3$N$_4$-based MZI thermooptic chip. The yellow parts are wire bonds for heaters, and the green parts are custom printed circuit boards connected via ribbon cable for providing voltage to the heaters. On the top side is the pigtailed fiber array and two green connector lines for ribbon cable connection to the heaters on the chip and integrated system controller (Fig. 6.8).

To verify our proposed dual proportional integral reference tracking algorithm, the measurement is arranged as shown in Fig. 6.6. Amplified spontaneous emission generates a broadband light source in the telecom C-band. The output is controlled with a tunable attenuator, a fiber inline polarizer and a polarization controller. The input power is monitored using a power meter and a 50:50 fiber coupler. In this experiment, 15 heaters are connected via electrical wires (black lines) bonded directly to the heater controller shown in Fig. 6.8.
6.2 Experimental Setup

Fig. 6.7 A photograph of the Si$_3$N$_4$-based MZI thermooptic chip.

Fig. 6.8 A photograph of integrated system controller.
The heater controller as shown in Fig. 6.8 consists of 16 channel outputs, 15 of them used to provide voltages to the heaters on the photonic chip. The hardware is designed specifically based on open source Arduino using ATmega32u4 with two 16-bit octal digital analog converters, eight dual amplifiers, and 16 V follower circuits integrated onto one board. These electronic circuits as shown in Fig. 6.8 could be scaled for more channel outputs. Two outputs of the chips are connected to two Anritsu® MS9740A optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs). The OSA is used to obtain the operation wavelength of the WDMs. These signals are then used as the inputs in our control algorithm.

### 6.3 Experimental Results

Experiments are carried out to test the performance of the MIMO feedback control system. Three different conditions are used to evaluate the performance. The first test is SISO with internal disturbance. The second test is MIMO closed loop with internal disturbance. Finally, the MIMO system test with external disturbance is conducted.

The closed loop systems are prepared with several procedures. The identification step response was collected from input and output experiment data as described in the transfer function model before the control parameters applied into a real system. This data is then analyzed and tuned using system identification system in MATLAB® [170]. The tuned parameters of the proportional integral term were then applied to the system. To make
feedback control test 1, wavelength output and voltage input were calibrated to acquire a set of targets. By applying voltages at channel 1 from 0 to 14 V, the peak wavelength output was varied from 1548.2 to 1543.2 nm. For feedback control test 2 at channel 4, changing the heater voltage from 0 to 14 V resulted in a wavelength peak from 1561.2 to 1552.88 nm. As the proportional and integral terms depend on coefficient $K_p$ and $Ti$ [1], the optimal values for the proportional and integral terms where 100 and 0.010 for $K_p$ and $Ti$ values.

Fig. 6.9 shows internal disturbance quantification from channel 9 to 14. The red line illustrates the voltage constant setting at Ch1. The blue line represents wavelength peak measurements when the voltage applied to the heaters. The wavelength drift starts at around 55 seconds when Ch9-14 are applied with 14 V inputs (internal disturbance).

Several channels are used to create internal disturbance of the photonic chip. Channels 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 are used to create an internal disturbance source by supplying 14 V for each channel. By activating these channels, the temperature increases because of the heat accumulation created by the channel heaters. This accumulation causes the wavelength drift. The internal disturbance quantification result is shown in Fig. 6.9. From this figure, the wavelength peak drifts from 1546.5 to 1547 nm or about 0.5 nm when the internal disturbance is active. The total of applied power for internal disturbance in this silicon nitride is calculated by $((Vin^2)/Resistance) \times Channel\ active)$. The total was 0.32 W per 1 nm drift.

Fig. 6.10 presents single closed loop with internal disturbance test. The red solid line represents feedback voltage input of feedback point at Ch1 of the heater ($u_1$). The blue solid line illustrates controlled wavelength peak signal ($y_1$). The controller responses the change
of wavelength peak when internal disturbance occur at around 65 seconds by adjusting the feedback voltage input.

A single closed loop test result is shown in Fig. 6.10. Without internal disturbance, the peak wavelength output is around 1546.6 nm at 10.2 V. For this test, internal disturbance is started at about 65 s. Fig. 6.10 shows the feedback control system responded to the output change and stabilized the output. The response speed of the system was about 0.3 ms; this comes from the sample rate from the OSA through the local area network connection.

Fig. 6.11 MIMO closed loop with internal disturbance test.

Fig. 6.11 shows MIMO closed loop with internal disturbance test. The red line represents feedback voltage input of feedback point at Ch1 of the heater (\( u_1 \)). The brown line illustrates controlled wavelength peak signal (\( y_1 \)). The green solid line presents as feedback voltage input at feedback point at Ch4 of the heater (\( u_2 \)). The blue solid line depicts controlled wavelength peak signal (\( y_2 \)). The internal disturbance applies at around 50 seconds.

For the MIMO test with internal disturbance, the feedback control system is set at channel 1 and channel 4. Channels 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 15 voltage inputs are situated as the calibration. Fig. 6.11 shows the test result with two inputs and two outputs. The two feedback control points at channels 1 and 4 applied a tuned robust dual proportional integral reference tracking technique with optimal parameters as described in the previous section. The internal disturbance started at around 70 s. Two target outputs are fixed at 1546.6 nm at output 1 and 1560.1 nm at output 2. This setup is based on the lookup table from the calibration result of each point to applied voltage correlation. Fig. 6.11 depicts the stabilization of two targets;
the feedback system adjust the inputs automatically depending on the drift. The two inputs change correspondingly and interact with each other to balance the two outputs.

![Graph showing MIMO closed loop with external disturbance test](image)

Fig. 6.12 MIMO closed loop with external disturbance test.

External disturbance is created by using a hot air blower to heat the silicon nitride chip from about 80 cm for about 15 s. The external heat from the blower also creates wavelength drift similar to internal disturbance. From the experiments, the temperature sensor shows an increase in temperature to about 34°C from 24°C. This setup is used to simulate extreme environment condition or volatile external environment.

Fig. 6.12 depicts a full system test with external disturbance. The red line represents feedback voltage input of feedback point at Ch1 of the heater \((u1)\). The brown line illustrates controlled wavelength peak signal \((y1)\). The green solid line presents as feedback voltage input at feedback point at Ch4 of the heater \((u2)\). The blue solid line depicts controlled wavelength peak signal \((y2)\). The heating started at 70 s. During this time, the MIMO closed loop systems also respond to or compensate for the disturbance by adjusting the voltages of both feedback control inputs to the target wavelength peak. In contrast with internal disturbance drift, this disturbance changes the wavelength peak to shift from higher to lower wavelength peak value. This condition is possibly due to the random heat effect during hot air blower heating to one of the phase shifters. As shown in Fig. 6.12, the feedback responds to the drift by lowering the voltage to adjust the wavelength direction to the target.

The present demonstration shows the utility of the approach for dual outputs. The same technique can be extended to larger numbers of inputs and outputs, and is an alternative to
other approaches such as dithering [129] and extremum seeking [167]. It allows solid control theory to be applied to the problem, leading to a more robust solution with improved transient response. Future work will involve larger degrees of integration, using schemes such as those of Ref. [166].

6.4 Summary

In conclusion, we proposed a MIMO control with a multi-proportional integral reference tracking technique combined with system identification scheme to maintain peak wavelength of PIC outputs. The control scheme can then be adaptively tuned by the integrated electronics circuit controller. We envision that such an adaptively tuned complex MZI structure should constitute a practical building block for reconfigurable and robust photonic systems, with the key advantages of enabling reliable and adaptive reconfiguration of complex PICs.
Chapter 7

Monolithic Segmented Transmitter

7.1 Introduction

The compatibility of CMOS electronics with photonic applications, can be harnessed to process, transmit and encode information with high power efficiency, low cost and high speed [2]. Silicon photonics and electronic integration promises to revolutionize new applications including telecommunications, sensor and quantum computing [175].

Electronic photonic integration has unlocked new levels of performance in optical transceivers for modern data centers and high performance computing. There are several schemes to bring about dramatic energy efficiency, cost reduction and performance for electronic and photonic integration, including hybrid to full monolithic solutions. Such integration can be either with silicon or other supported materials. Hybrid integration has been demonstrated recently for transceiver application using silicon for electronic driver and photonic circuits [176–182], InP-double heterojunction bipolar transistor electronic and electrooptic polymer for photonic device [183–186], III/V on silicon integration [107] [187–189], silicon hybrid plasmonic [190] [191], silica and lithium niobate hybrid [192] [193], silicon organic hybrid [194], silica with integrated distributed feedback laser arrays [195] and BiCMOS technology with InP [106] [196]. Hybrid techniques enable designers to focus on the optical and electrical functionality independently. This approach also permits optimizing the best chip technology for each purpose. However, due to separate electrical and optical circuit design environments, hybrid integration poses another challenge in co-optimization of the components. Monolithic integration has been demonstrated recently on silicon for electronic and photonic components [36] [197–201], GaAs [202], BiCMOS [108] [203–208], silicon with distributed feedback laser [209] and GeSi [210]. They allow component co-optimization within a single electronic/photonic design environment, and permits for disposition prior to assembly and functional wafer level testing to optimize yield and minimize cost.
The main challenges in transceiver design include how to maximize the optical modulation, improve receiver sensitivity, optimize energy efficiency and reach the optical link budget. Multi segments design of optical Mach Zehnder modulators (MZM) has attracted many research groups to tackle these challenges in the past few years. This design choice offer some advantages. First, segmented design reduces the lumped device capacitance seen by each driver segment, thus enabling extended modulation bandwidth. Furthermore, segmented MZMs can eliminate a significant direct current (DC) power draw because it does not require termination resistor. This permits a larger peak-to-peak RF drive to be realized from a given technology. Previous segmented designs have been reported on hybrid silicon [107], [106], [203] [208] and monolithic BiCMOS technology [108].

Monolithic CMOS segmented MZM should be more straightforward to design due to its unified electronic/photonic environment. This design choice also gives an ability to reduce parasitic capacitance, which would have a larger impact on MZM designs with a high degree of segmentation, since the driver power consumption scales with the total capacitance of the modulator. Therefore, minimizing parasitic capacitance can reduce power consumption.

In this chapter, we present a monolithically integrated CMOS nanophotonic multi segments Mach-Zehnder transmitter design. The transmitter and electronic driver are fully integrated in a 90 nm CMOS process. We report on three segments transmitter with low insertion loss at 1.5 dB and low transmitter link sensitivity at -14.1 dBm at BER = $10^{-12}$ at 12.5 Gbps. In addition, we demonstrate a novel monolithic six segments transmitter design with 1.3 pJ/bit at 12.5 Gbps and 1.4 pJ/bit at 16 Gbps power efficiency.

![TX block diagram with three segments MZM driver](image)

**7.2 Segmented Mach Zehnder Design**

**7.2.1 Three Segmented Design and CMOS Design**

Fig. 7.1 shows a three segments transmitter block diagram and CMOS driver. This driver has 50 Ω on-chip termination to ground with differential inputs. The output stage employs
cascoding to limit the static voltage across any device to VDD (positive supply voltage) while providing VSS (negative supply voltage) to VDD2 output switch. This CMOS driver circuits is the modified version of the driver in [211], eliminating the CML block.

Fig. 7.2 Photomicrograph of the three segments MZM chip

Fig. 7.2 presents a photomicrograph of monolithic three segments MZM. The CMOS driver and photonic device were designed for a low loss optical transmitter targeting short-reach optical interconnect applications at 1.3 µm. This monolithic MZM has three segments on each arm with 440 µm long electro-optic phase shifter within each segment. Furthermore, the three segments transmitter has two passive waveguides with length of 40 µm and 980 µm. There are two thermal heaters available within each of the input and output coupler for tuning the best extinction ratio. This ratio is achieved with a 50/50 splitting. Moreover, thermal phase shifter is included on each MZM arm. In order to measure insertion loss, a reference straight waveguide is also designed and aligned with the segmented MZM.

Fig. 7.3 TX block diagram with six segments MZM driver
7.2.2 Six Segmented Design and CMOS Driver

Fig. 7.3 shows a six segments MZM CMOS driver with transmitter block diagram. The CMOS driver has 50 $\Omega$ on chip termination to ground with single ended input and VDD voltage source, and can drive 12 single ended inputs. Fig. 7.4 presents a photomicrograph of a monolithic six segments MZM. Similar to the three segments design, it is designed for short reach optical interconnect applications. This segmented MZM has six segments on each arm and electrooptic phase shifter within each arm. In addition, the six segments design has five passive waveguides. Thermal heaters are also available on six segments modulator for coupler and phase shifter tuning.

7.3 Experimental Setup

Both three and six segmented have been realized using IBM’s CMOS9WG and operate at 1310 nm wavelength. Fig. 7.5 shows the schematic of the three segments MZM experimental setup (PC: Polarization Controller, PM: Power Meter, OA: Optical Amplifier, VOA: Variable Optical Attenuator). A distributed feedback (DFB) laser (ILX lightwave LDCC-3916) is used to supply light input. A polarization controller is positioned before the MZM input. Single mode tapered-lensed fibers placed with 3-axis precision stages are employed to edge coupled the light to the MZM. A power monitor is used to measure both segments MZM output with thermal tuning on the couplers to achieve 50/50 % splitting ratio. A pattern generator is employed to generate an NRZ PRBS $2^7-1$ sequence. The differential inputs of each segment of this three segments MZM ($D1-D3$/data and $\overline{D1}-\overline{D3}$/data bar) are arranged in a push pull configuration. Electrical radio frequency phase shifter are used to finely control the delay of the driving signals.
Ribbons cables are employed for supplying DC biases to the thermal phase shifter and driver circuits, via a custom printed circuit board (PCB) as shown in Fig. 7.6. The monolithic segmented MZM transmitter is wire bonded to the custom PCB which has matched impedance high speed cable connectors. The bias voltage of the cathode modulator is 2.4 V. VDD is supplied at 1.2 V while VDD2 is supplied at 2.4 V. Both VDD and VDD2 voltage are set at these conditions to achieve transmitter functionality while minimizing power consumption.

Output light from monolithic MZM transmitter is tapped 1% for power monitoring while 99% passes through an optical amplifier. This amplified optical signal goes through filter, followed by a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and optical switch to select between power meter and a sampling scope with a 30 GHz photo detector plugin with reference receiver (RX). The RX uses a commercial 43 Gbps (MPRV133XU U^2t) with an integrated trans-
impedance amplifier (TIA). The output from reference receiver is fed into a scope (Tektronix DSA8300) and BER tester (SHF1001B). A pattern generator (SHF10001-SHF121044), BER tester and scope are triggered by an external clock from the signal generator.

Fig. 7.8 Custom PCB and photomicrograph of six segments MZM

Fig. 7.7 shows a schematic of six segments MZM experimental setup. In general, the setup is similar with three segments MZM except the driving circuit connection. In six segments MZM setup, each pair of segments is driven single ended, means that the line of each pairs is terminated with 50 Ω impedance. For this experimental setup, the VDD is supplied at 1.2 V and the cathode modulator biased at 0.6 V. Fig. 7.8 shows a custom circuit board (left) and a photomicrograph of wire bonding connection of monolithic six segments MZM. Due to a limitation in the number of RF input channels available, the setup only use a single ended configuration as shown in Fig. 7.7.
7.4 Experimental Results

We run the transmission experiments at different bit rates for three and six segments MZM transmitters and explore different bias voltage.

![Graph showing receiver sensitivity of three segments modulator](image)

**Fig. 7.9 Receiver sensitivity of three segments modulator**

7.4.1 Three Segmented MZM Test Results

Fig. 7.9 shows the receiver sensitivity test of three segments MZM with different bit rates at 10 Gbps and 12.5 Gbps. The curves in this figure indicate -14.9 dBm optical modulation amplitude (OMA) link sensitivity for 10 Gbps and -14.1 dBm for 12.5 Gbps, both at BER $= 10^{-12}$. Jitter measurement for 10 Gbps and 12.5 Gbps are shown in Fig. 7.10. From this bathtub curve, the eye opening is 0.65 UI at BER $= 10^{-12}$ with 10.77 ps random jitter and 24.05 ps deterministic jitter at 10 Gbps. At 12.5 Gbps, the curve exhibits 0.5 UI eye-opening at BER $= 10^{-12}$ with 11.36 ps random jitter and 25.71 ps deterministic jitter.

Fig. 7.11 presents eye diagram for both transmitter and receiver at 10 Gbps and 12.5 Gbps. The receiver electrical eye diagram exhibits 180 mV eye opening at 10 Gbps. Similar to 10 Gbps, the receiver electrical eye at 12.5 Gbps is 180 mV, both with -4.9 dB receiver input power. The jitter contributions as shown in eye diagrams are mainly from low precision delay matching of driving signal between segments. The power consumption for both 10 Gbps and 12.5 Gbps CMOS driver were 116 mW and 144 mW respectively, which corresponds to a power efficiency of 11.64 pJ/bit and 11.52 pJ/bit.

The receiver sensitivity and jitter measurement were also conducted with different bias voltage. Fig. 7.12 shows -11.9 dBm OMA link sensitivity at a BER $= 10^{-12}$ at 12.5 Gbps
with bias 2.8 V. This figure exhibits -4 dBm different with bias at 2.4 V at the same BER and bit rate. From jitter measurement as shown in Fig. 7.13, the eye opening is 0.43 UI at BER = $10^{-12}$ with 32.81 ps random jitter and 23.45 ps deterministic jitter. This result shows smaller opening eye and higher jitter compared to 2.4 V bias voltage setting. The monolithic three segments MZM transmitter exhibited a 5.2 dB extinction ratio and low insertion loss of 1.5 dB.

We also characterized the transmitter loss performance by calculating its relative optical modulation amplitude (R-OMA) [36], which defined as the transmitter output OMA divided by CW optical input into the transmitter. Since this is an integrated device, this calculation does not include optical IO coupling loss on and off chip, and the chip was designed to
enable low-loss fiber packaging without any specific structure. The 5.2 dB extinction ratio and 1.5 dB insertion loss from this transmitter exhibits a 4.2 dB R-OMA, which shows better compared with other result in the literature. For instance, this R-OMA is 2.3 dB better than the R-OMA of -6.5 dB realized in [199] at 20 Gbps, and 2.9 dB better than the -7.1 dB R-OMA presented in [196] at 50 Gbps. We note that although our demonstration exhibits a maximum bit rate of 12.5 Gbps, other monolithic transmitter from this technology have shown operation out to 32 Gbps [199].
7.4.2 Six Segmented MZM Test Results

From jitter measurement results as shown in Fig. 7.14, the opening eye for 10 Gbps is 0.615 UI with 21.61 random jitter and 16.84 deterministic jitter. At 12.5 Gbps the opening eyes is 0.5 UI with 17.28 random jitter and 14.23 deterministic jitter. In higher bit rates at 16 Gbps, the opening eyes close to 0.29 UI. All of above jitter measurements are at BER = $10^{-12}$.

![Fig. 7.14 Six segments MZM jitter measurement](image)

The receiver sensitivity measurement results for six segments MZM are presented in Fig. 7.15, confirming error free operations for three different bit rates. At 10 Gbps, the OMA is -13.8 dBm at a BER = $10^{-12}$. For test at 12.5 Gbps, the OMA is -12.8 dBm at the same BER = $10^{-12}$. The eye diagrams for segmented MZM transmitter and receiver are presented.

![Fig. 7.15 Receiver sensitivity of six segments modulator](image)
in Fig. 7.16 with three different bit rates, all with -4.9 dBm receiver input power. Receiver sensitivity and BER test experiment with different PRBS inputs were also conducted.

![10 Gbps eye diagrams](image1)

![12.5 Gbps eye diagrams](image2)

![16 Gbps eye diagrams](image3)

Fig. 7.16 Six segments MZM transmitter and receiver eye diagrams

Fig. 7.17 shows six segments MZM receiver sensitivity with different PRBS inputs: PRBS $2^7$ and PRBS $2^{31}$ at 10 Gbps and 16 Gbps. From this figure, the OMA penalty for 10 Gbps is about -1 dBm at a BER = $10^{-12}$. The larger penalty is shown at 16 Gbps, which larger error occurs with PRBS $2^{31}$ at a BER = $10^{-8}$. Fig. 7.18 presents jitter measurement at 10 Gbps with different PRBS inputs. For PRBS $2^7$ input, the opening eye is 0.65 UI at BER = $10^{-12}$. For PRBS $2^{31}$, the eye opening is 0.45 UI at BER = $10^{-12}$.

Power consumption for six segments transmitter CMOS driver at 10 Gbps and 12.5 Gbps were 15.6 mW and 16.8 mW respectively, which corresponds to a power efficiency of 1.6 pJ/bit and 1.3 pJ/bit. For 16 Gbps, the driver power consumption was 22.8 mW or equal to 1.4 pJ/bit power efficiency. The monolithic six segments transmitter showed 2.65 dB insertion loss, with a 4.2 dB extinction ratio under operation at 12.5 Gbps. For 10 Gbps and 16 Gbps, the extinction ratio were 4.1 dB and 3.6 dB respectively. We also characterized the R-OMA of six segments MZM transmitter. The 2.65 dB insertion loss and 4.2 dB extinction ratio at 12.5 Gbps from this transmitter gives a -6.1 dB R-OMA which also shows better result compared with the literature [196, 199].
7.5 Summary

Monolithically integrated CMOS nanophotonic multi segments Mach-Zehnder transmitters have been successfully realized in IBM’s CMOS9WG technology. The three segments MZM achieves low insertion loss at 1.5 dB and -14.1 dBm transmitter link sensitivity at 12.5 Gbps at BER = 10^{-12}. The transmitter also showed better R-OMA at about 2.6 dB. The six segments MZM attains 1.3 pJ/bit at 12.5 Gbps power efficiency. Error free testing was demonstrated with a PRBS 2^7-1 sequence, as is suitable for links that use a coding scheme such as 8b/10b, which has historically been extensively used in high performance computing systems. The monolithic CMOS nanophotonic multi segments MZM design holds promise for high energy efficiency applications.
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Outlook

Electronic photonic integration provides a wide range of unique advantages which can be exploited for a variety of applications, including quantum computing, telecommunications and high performance computing. This thesis has presented the use of hybrid and monolithic integration combine with several control techniques for enabling better system accuracy, compactness, reconfigurability, and energy efficiency.

8.1 Summary of Achievements

The specific aims and contributions of this thesis are listed in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2, and experimental finding are detailed in Chapters 3 through 7. The primary aim of this thesis was the development of methods that allow electronic-photonic system to have high accuracy, reconfigurability and energy efficiency for quantum and communication applications. The key contribution of this work lie in the proposed hybrid and monolithic electronic-photonic system design. These design methodologies rely on the integration of low loss and CMOS compatible material such as silicon and silicon nitride combine with microcontroller, FP-GAs, dual proportional integral reference tracking technique and segmented modulator design. These system have been designed to allow the discovery of integrated entangle-

ment sources and analysis circuits on a chip and also creating near-deterministic heralded single-photon sources for large scale quantum computation. A two-photon interference (TPI) fringe with 88.4% visibility without subtracting any noise was measured. This result displayed not only high performance but also compactness, tunability and stability offered by time-bin entanglement circuits. Moreover, the probability of the single-photon output has been demonstrated with 100% enhancement without introducing additional multi-photon noise using fibre-integrated optics and off-the-shelf electronic components. This work also addressed issues with accuracy and reconfigurability, encouraging adoption by reducing
the cost of implementation typically associated with these methods. The MIMO control with a multi-proportional reference tracking technique combine with system identification scheme improved the control accuracy by reducing peak drift due to internal and external disturbances from 0.5 to 0.1 nm. Furthermore, nanophotonic multi segments modulator have been successfully integrated monolithically and realized in IBM’s CMOS9WG technology. The segmented design achieves low insertion loss at 1.5 dB and -14.1 dBm transmitter link sensitivity at 12.5 Gbps at BER = $10^{-12}$. The six segmented design attains 1.3 pJ/bit at 12.5 Gbps power efficiency, demonstrates error free with a PRBS $2^{7}$-1 sequence which suitable for high performance computing system with high energy efficiency.

8.2 Roadmap to Future Research

One of the key goals of electronic photonic integration is the creation of a fully compact, reliable, reconfigurable system with high energy efficiency. This thesis has demonstrated that hybrid and monolithic integration provide effective means to achieve this goal. The challenge that remain now is the full integration and the capability to apply in the real world, in particular, photon detector, laser and modulator.

To this end, recently IBM, Samsung and GlobalFoundries jointly announced the capability of continuing Moore’s Law that enabling electronic circuits to be scaled down to 5 nm. This will enable extremely high dense electronic circuit which allow much more sophisticated integration with CMOS compatible photonic integrated circuits. Nevertheless, as progress is made in these areas, the objective is to migrate electronic control functionalities to monolithic circuits, preferably in silicon, so as to finally achieve more complex devices and reduce fabrication cost through high integration density.

An ultimate benefit of full electronic and photonic integration is the possibility for packaging of both nanoelectronic and nanophotonic circuits into a single component. Integration can reduce the current gap in form-factor between electronic and photonic circuit, and lead to a fully-packaged control system platform with high accuracy, reconfigurability and energy efficiency brought about through the power of nanoelectronic and nanophotonic circuits.
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Appendix A

Detail Si₃N₄ photonic integrated circuits and electrical connection

Fig. A.1 Si₃N₄ chip layout
102 Detail Si$_3$N$_4$ photonic integrated circuits and electrical connection

Fig. A.2 Chip delay layout on Si$_3$N$_4$

Fig. A.3 Si$_3$N$_4$ chip interface to electronic schematic

Fig. A.4 Electrical and optical arrangement
Fig. A.5 Flatcable arrangement on Si$_3$N$_4$ chip

Fig. A.6 Flatcable arrangement on Si$_3$N$_4$ chip to ribbon cable